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The Congratulatory Address

I am honored to welcome you and to congratulate the
opening of ‘2013 International Literary Symposium’ where
the men of literature and critics from Korea, India and
Nepal gather together and discuss the topic of <Literature
and Civilization>.
This year celebrates the 40th Anniversary of India-Korea
Diplomat Relationship, and last December saw the opening
of the first south-west Asian ‘Korean Cultural Centre’ in
New Delhi. Although we have been corresponding in various sectors and in various
forms for longer than the past 40 years, there is still a long way to go in terms
of mutual sharing and co-operation in the literary sector.
The discussion of ‘literature’ that talks of imagination and reality, and
‘civilization’ that refers to the entirety of development established by the humanity,
will become the opportunity to redefine the value of literature in the influence of
literature exerted on the development of civilization. Originating from this, the
exchanges of the men of literature and critics from Korea, India and Nepal will
contribute greatly in expanding the understanding of culture and literature.
The epic poems of India such as ‘Ramayana’ that centers on the adventures of
Prince Rama, and ‘Mahabharata’ that sings of the the Kurukshetra War, are told
across the world without boundaries of region or era. As with ‘Harry Potter’,
literature, to this day, have a firm place in history as the most universal and
influential form of art. Literature, as the origin of the concept of ‘one-source
multi-use’, is utilized as various cultural products. The discussion of ‘literature’ and
‘civilization’ will ultimately flourish the literary expression and cultural treasures.
As today will lead to tomorrow, I sincerely hope that the ‘International Literary
Symposium’ will continue and expand beyond nationality and to a global scale. I
would like to offer my heartfelt gratitude to those who have made this event
possible; to Mr. Park Dukkyu, the chairman of the ‘Society of Korea Literary
Creative Writing’, and to Mr. Song Kiwon, the representative of ‘Indo-Korean
Foundation’, and to all members of the ‘In-Ko Foundation’. I wish that this event
serves as the place of communication between everyone present today.

Choe Kwangsik
(Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism)
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Welcome by

I would like to extend my sincere congratulations to
The Society of Korean Literary Creative Writing and the
Indo-Korean Foundation which have continuously been
striving to promote non-governmental interactions and
exchanges between Korea and India, for hosting an
International Literary Symposium in New Delhi, under the
theme literature and civilization.
Korea and India share a long standing relationship
which is characterized by close cooperation, mutual trust and friendship between
our two peoples. That is why I personally believe that Korea and India can
become best friends in this world, and am determined to contribute in making this
possible during my tenure in India.
This year marks the 40th anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations
between Korea and India. In this special year, I think, the hosting of events such
as this International Literary Symposium bears importance which will go a long
way in building more bridges of understanding and friendship between our two
peoples.
While commending the efforts of all those who have made this event happen, I
wish the Symposium all success and hope that it will contribute to broaden
complementary understanding and strengthen friendship between Korea, India, and
Nepal through literature.
Lastly, I would like to quote a poem by the great poet Tagore, for the Korean
literati who have travelled a long way. The traveler has to knock at every alien
door to come to his own, and one has to wander through all the outer worlds to
reach the innermost shrine at the end (Gitanjali 12)
Thank you.

Lee Joongyu
(Ambassador of the Republic of Korea to India)
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Welcome by

I am very pleased to learn that the Indo-Korean
Foundation(IKF), The Society of Korean Literary
Creative Writing(SKLCW) and In-Ko Foundation of
New Delhi is hosting an International Literature
Symposium in New Delhi on 1 February 2013.
Literature reflects the soul of a people and
embodies the thoughts, sentiments, hopes as well as
frustrations of a society. Literature is a mirror which the writer holds
before the reader to look at the hidden facets of life. Interaction among
authors and poets enhances understanding and fraternal feelings between
different cultures.
I convey my best wishes to all the participator along with Mr. Park
DukKyu of SKLCW, Mr. C. K. Chung of IKF, Mr. K. T. Ravindan of
IKF in New Delhi, for a successful and intellectually stimulating Symposium.

Skand R. Tayal
(Former Ambassador to Republic of Korea)
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Welcome by

I express my appreciation to the Indo-Korean
Foundation and The Society of Korean Literary
Creative Writing for hosting an International Literary
Symposium to commemorate the inauguration of the
Korean Cultural Centre India.
Literature is one of the best tools to provide respite
from endless competition in modern life. Dr.
Ambedkar, a leading Indian intellectual, accepted the fact that one needs
liberty in order to lead an independent life, but was more interested in
promoting the values of equality and fraternity.
I hope this Symposium will be able to create a bond between the literati,
and narrow the emotional and spatial distance between India and Korea.
Furthermore, I wish the Indo Korean Foundation is able to fulfill the
goal of enhancing understanding and friendship between the two countries.

Kim Kumpyoung
(Director, Korean Cultural Centre India)
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Gaining many nutrients in India

This year marks the 40th anniversary of the Diplomat
Relationship between Korea and India. It is my pleasure to
be opening the symposium to celebrate this, titled
Literature and Civilization.
The Society of Korean Literary Creative Writing has
published many papers and other works including poems,
novels, juvenile stories and plays since its creation in
November 2002 by professors of literature in Korean
universities. We hope that such works have contributed to
the development of Korean literature. Nonetheless, one of
our main works has been the globalization of literature
and cultural exchange. We have so far deepened our friendship through symposiums
or public readings with many countries including Spain, Turkey and Austria of
Europe, Mexico, Cuba and Peru of the Americas, Egypt and Kenya of Africa,
Uzbekistan and Azerbaijan of the Middle East, and others such as Russia, China
and Mongolia.
India is one of the oldest countries in the world, and has been the place of visit
by many Koreans in search for the origin of human civilization and religion. A
number of Korean authors have gained public attention through publishing works
based on their visits to India. I hope that, through this symposium, both countries
Korea and India would have a chance to share each other’s history, culture,
literature and religion and have a better understanding of each other. Furthermore, I
believe that it would be an infinite source of creativity and imagination for the
many scholars present here today. I, too, shall be gaining a lot from India. I think
that India will come across a lot in my poems and novels in the future. I also
hope that Korea will make appearances in your works from India.
Finally, I would like to thank again the In-Ko Foundation for the kind invitation
and all other organizations and members involved.

Park Dukkyu
(Chairman, The Society of Korea Literary Creative Writing / Korea)
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Erosion of Wall
- Poetics of Boundary Collapse

Lee Sarah
(Poet, Prof., Seoul National University of Science & Technology / Korea)

1. The Origin of the poem composition
Learning was having discrimination for things. Life with discrimination
made me put myself together in a chain of order. How Organizing and
discriminating well between morning and evening, day and night, good
and evil, life and death and between seasons was an index of my maturity.
At the same time, it was a lever completing my life.
However, uncomfortable feeling about the premise of the discrimination
has been around me for some time. The feeling was fear that the
discrimination, which is a giant wall, would rupture my actual life by
chopping about my internal stability unnaturally. The wall was ‘alienating’
things from other things, which was named discrimination.
It was the fear that motivated me to compose poems. I read poems and
composed poems because meeting with poems was the only time to feel
refresh among pros developing strongly.
Although I met poems purposely, it did not help wall to collapse. Still, it
was structure that weaved the unavoidable actual life. Deviation from
grammar above pros did not make communication flow smoothly. Denial or
elimination of the existence was unrealistic and meaningless, yet I could
not ignore the uncomfortable feeling and fear from the wall. Therefore, I
have been immersed in composing ,holding confusion. By confronting
against the existence of wall, I recited ‘alienating’ as it was.
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2. A drawer inside heart
Sitting at a desk and opening and closing a drawer was my daily life. I
used to put everything into the empty space and took something out
whenever I needed it. Doing that was my rhythm of daily life and opening
and closing the drawer was a repetition of severance for discrimination.
One day, I found myself taking out the different world from the actual
world outside the drawer, and that was confusion. Around that time, the
order of pulling out and closing the drawer had been collapsing.
On the han River Bridge
just as,
like on the Waterloo bridge
when sunk in sorrow
In water of my eyes
blurry thou wert
whether sun
or moon
At one time
thy current, thy water current was
gushingly flowing
At this moment, where
are thou riding a horse
of sorrow running
toward the east and the west
- <A drawer inside heart ․ 3>, 1988, full text

The Han River Bridge replaced the Waterloo bridge, and it was difficult
to distinguish between sun and moon. Sorrow was running toward the east
and the west conflicting with each other. However, I wanted to keep the
confusion. I still pulled out and closed the drawer, yet neither did I take
out need nor put it again. By doing that, I used to hide secretly and take
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out the confusion. It was private gesture that would overlook the sturdy
wall’s existence. I was composing poems like that way.

3. The Island of Myth
I could not sure whether making a remark in the extremes of chaos
became myth or what myth spread out on a yard of my cognition was
chaos. But, I was not able to turn my face away from myth, which has
been unfolded to me, silently, but thrillingly, like a tail of snake which
cannot be hidden completely in my drawer of chaos. Perhaps it was
different from chaos between a crack in the wall. It was like a small
flower coming out on the crevice.
Desire to meet thy white skin and jewels
may be in the black jacket
thy magical glow
secret glow, the Mermaid’s scales
may be in the black wand
Yet
thou art
still the island of myth
thou
hazing the glow
thou, the island of myth
- <The Island of Myth>, 1900, full text

White in black and a glow in black. Tantalizing vagueness glimmering
like the end of chaos as the real face, yet like an island at the verge of
horizon! Why did I define it as myth? however, I sure I was
comprehending the actual world of other language that was substituting for
the world of pros. My composition may become wind, snow and rain and
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they may indwell a wall. Therefore, certain change would occur and reveal
the language of dream in my poems which are like an island that clearly
exists although it sometimes could not be identified for isolation. Myth was
one of categories of language having capacity for my spirit. That is wish
for wall existing but not to be blocked by the wall.

4. Sympathy and obstruction of dreaming
Nature denies intent. The intent is already anti-natural. In fact, Chaos
being caused by the limit to support for the wall was on purpose. It is
expressed in contrived description of chaos and depiction about equivalent
value to myth. Then as time goes on, the intent naturally became pervaded.
Embarrassment from chaos and vagueness from myth has been my
language. That was silent moderation or careful temperance against
‘alienating.’ I discovered I was scattering about my poetic language
liberally ignoring the wall somewhere along the line.
There is a day that light and noisy desire were all martyred coldly
A day dreaming becomes easy
Twilight becomes bright
between the crevice
As Our holy portraits suddenly fly into rapture
People having nothing to be relied on become
time bounded each other like a chain becomes beautiful
dream of being left in the basket alone
silently door closed after that
hope to put hands up and be chained
I, stand here!
- <Sympathy and obstruction of dreaming>, full text-1997
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It was beautiful, although I was constrained by chain, in that my liberal
walk did not care about the chain. It was against common sense that
twilight became bright after everything had collapsed and desire and hope
has been all dead coldly. However, it was the new actuality. In that way,
the life has naturally gone without intent. My poems have declared that ‘I
stand here!’ in the newly facing reality. Perhaps at that time the wall’s
weathering has been started. I would choose the word for it, ‘naturalness
of composition.’ It does not mean that a poem is composed easily. It
means that dreaming becomes easy to me.

5. Farsightedness
Nearsightedness is pathos and farsightedness is logos. The former is
eliminating distance and the latter is making distance. The former is
blindness and the latter is cognition. By the way, cognition is
discrimination. Then which cognition does eliminate ‘alienating’? How can
the cognition without the wall be described? Which life would be after
poems declared that time became beautiful even though it was still
chained?
Days that love ripens the best it could
fall cabbage with wings In a Kimchi jar
saying the world is narrow
be musty odor lingering inside, these days
Deep sea with a submarine passing by a room
be silent and silent, these days
The last hectic story covered days like frost
When days are folded
silence gets folded, these days
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Yet
why love blind firstly the closest person is
days where he was me
may release the life
- <Farsightedness>, full text, 2002

The life has to be defined that the life lost shape from overly ripened.
Time passed by time is not time anymore. Maturing thing break itself up.
Thing before ripened and thing after ripened are different. The wall in time
without cognition of wall is not the wall anymore. A weathered wall
leaves vestige, but it is not the wall. By the way, identifying it is not easy
from the view of ‘nearsightedness.’ Only farsightedness can prospect the
actual. If love ripened the best it could, it cannot see a close person. Since
the person is me. It is possible to know the fact only from the point of
farsightedness’s view. Finally, poems recite me by reciting everything, and
at the same time, they recite everything by reciting me. There is no wall.
Merely a weathered wall says there were a thick and tall wall.

6. Remains
Weathered walls are remains. That is not the actual, but simply memory.
However, the memory makes the existence of the full-shaped wall plain.
Thus, the memory is clearly the reality. By the way, the series of reality
are exactly remains. Then how do the walls as the disappeared ruins exist
inside me? How still do they urge me to compose poems?
Why time is beautiful
we will see when walking in remains
where butterflies flitter yellow
Why time is beautiful
we will see when crumbling body for a long time
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how beautiful moss is
how beautiful toadstool is for what
how beautiful wearing things are
whether the divine will makes
remains collapsed
yet why relievos having disobeyed the will
are pioneers who know the way to say
When walking in remains
we get to know
without asking
When looking through deep inside my heart
scar you lived like a full moon is beautiful
- <Remains>, full text, 2008

Beauty is memory about the disappeared. Existing thing is not beautiful
except the case that thing treasures memory. The motive for my
composition is now neither uncomfortableness nor resistance nor frustration.
The memory about pros, discrimination, the reality under an illusion,
everything which was a wall before, and ‘alienating’ already disappeared.
Thus all the things are beautiful to me. My composition is driven by this
beauty. Not the wall but the weathered wall bears my poems.

7. A poem created by the weathered wall
Could I compose a poem now? Now could I meet a poem? How do I
compose a poem and which poem do I compose where the wall was
weathered? If the poem had been motivated by the beauty and the wall
itself had become me, how would the poem go? Is there a place that my
poem could embrace me and I could be beautiful when I embrace a
poem?
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Cannot count past caves
cannot count crumbled days
Someday reaching my ears suddenly
sound thou wipe heart
that sound
sound without sound
- <My best friend>, full text, 2008

Right. I want to compose a poem without a poem. I want to bear a
poem without a poem. I hope the poem were my poem recited in front of
the weathered wall.

24
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Caught Between Eternity and History

Ashok Vajpeyi
(Poet-Critic, Ex chairman of Lalit Kala Akademi / India)

In an iron boat
Loaded with stones,
Abundle of poison on his head,
He wants to cross over.
- Kabir

We are losing time. Not the usual, in the sense of growth and
development. But our own racial sense of time in which no new
millennium commences nor the 21st century begins. The West has
succeeded in making an entirely Gregorian calendar-event the 20th century,
a global century. We still celebrate our religious ceremonies, social events
such as marriages etc. according to our own calendars; but in our public
life, we have adopted the western time, its calendar and the other
accompanying notions. The 19th century was not globally acknowledged as
the 19th century of mankind but the 20th century is a global 20th century,
inspite of the fact that the new man who was expected to emergeout of
the revolution failed to and also inspite of the fact that the Western
colonialism disappeared in this century itself. But the Western time, its
ideological hold on us has taken over. We are about to lose our time.
The popular notion (infact a purely orientalist construct) that the Golden
Age of India, when it contributed to the world, ideas and knowledge,
technologies and wisdom, insights and visions, ended by about 10th century.
We are, since then, living in the dark medieval ages, a kind of
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posthumous existence, as it were. This, although all the modern Indian
languages except the classical Sanskrit and Tamil emerged and grew in this
millennium; great and masterly literature was produced in most of them;
Indian classical music and dances as we know them today emerged and
grew during this period; interaction with Islam and its culture brought
about among other things a new language, new architecture and new
schools of painting; hundreds of styles, forms and stream of popular craft,
theatre, poetry etc. flourished and new concepts and practices of statehood,
kinship, warfare etc. came about. Also, during this period Shastras
continued to be created in Sanskrit relating to poetics, medicine, sexology,
th
architecture, music etc. In the 19 century India had more books written
and translated into Persian than in Persia itself. The current cultural and
intellectual amnesia prevents us from realizing that the intellectual traditions
as well as the creative and innovative spirit remained alive and vibrant
throughout the millennium. It can be, and ought to be, seen as anew
flowering of the Sanskrit civilization. Sanskrit itself, as it were, flowed into
many streams Hindi, Kannada, Assamese, Punjabi, Malayalam etc..; Sanskrit
no longer as a classical language, but as so many ‘bhashas’.
In the West-obsessed amnesia we have missed to register and appreciate
the true importance of four great moderns in the last millennium i.e. Amir
Khusro, Kabir, Tulsidas and Ghalib. Amir Khusro was a warrior, poet,
musician, innovator who brought to bear upon the literary sensibility a new
sense of humour, a sense of the surreal, an outsider reaching into the
inside combining Persian with Khari Boli. Kabir, rooted as he was firmly
in his faith, questioned the current religions, practices and rituals of both
Hindus and Muslims; family ties; affiliations etc; problematized the access
to God and asserted that the whole world was ablaze “each in his own
fire”. Tulsidas, a scholar-poet, created a new epic in a dialect reinventing
the Ram legend and radicalizing the Bhakti cult by envisaging an almost
counter-state, the Ram-Rajya. Ghalib brought a most questioning spirit to
the Indian poetic tradition, looking askance at being and putting the
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modern individual, lonesome and demythologized, without certainties of
faith, religion and history at the centre-stage. It is true we have become
modern largely due to our encounter with the West. But it was not
inevitable. The foursome, mentioned above, had already radicalized our
situation in the world and brought us to confront ourselves boldly and
created entirely new forms to contain our anguish, predicament and
anxieties. The coded, ‘upside down’ ulatbansis of Kabir (translated in his
century alone by three very different masters namely Rabindra Nath
Tagore, Ezra Pound and Robert Bly); the epical mode of “Ramcharitmanas”
of Tulsidas domesticating in a popular dialect the great Sanskrit legend and
investing it with new meanings in the bargain and the interrogative strain
of the ghazal of Ghalib are all path-breaking departures nor merely in the
Indian literary history but in all history. If the modern could be defined as
a moment precariously poised between eternity and history, here in India it
was history intervening in terms of eternity rather than history superceding
the eternal as seems to have happened in the West and the modernist
movements it has influenced the world over.
India is a civilization. There are hundreds of culture in the world but
very few civilizations and India is one of them. It has survived as a
continuum whereas the Greek, the Roman, the Mayan, the Egyptian etc
have all but disappeared. It has survived largely through its plurality. We
are one because we are so many. So many of the age-old traditions of
India have survived because they have been internalizing changes all the
time. They change and through change remain the same. Here, in India the
dichotomy of tradition and change, tradition and modern in practice hardly
obtains. Tradition is essentially a tradition of change. Indian classical music
and dance are interesting examples of this. Over the 3-4 hundred years
they have undergone many crucial changes and yet have remained true to
their origins and spirit. The classical in India is by the same token
contemporary.
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In the millennium gone by many forms of orality moved over to written
forms. From Vedic chants to the ‘banis’ of the numerous Saint-poets. This
transfer has deeply influenced the participative nature of many of these
forms. Poetry, for instance, having moved to the written and later the
printed page seems to have receded from, that other indestructible page of
human mind, memory, It ceased to be utterance; of late, sadly in many
ways, it has become almost a noise. On the one hand, the social
accessibility of literature has increased but, on the other, its social place
has receded.
Shrikant Vermaa radical Hindi poet in a memorable distinction between
liberation and freedom had proposed that liberation was an individual goal
to be attained and was accorded a central place in the scheme of thing in
India. The west brought us the more social concept of freedom to be
achieved through social action and effort. Like between eternity and
history, we seen to be caught between liberation and freedom. It would
appear that towards the end of the 20th century, liberation both as a
concept and practice receded and freedom took over. The much-talked
human rights refer not to liberation but to freedom. This shift is deeply
influencing our beliefs and value-perceptions.
During the past Indians excelled in what they did to voice, stone and
mind. The great temples surviving for centuries in timeless splendor; the
utter abstraction attained in classical music and the metaphysical
complexities, the linguistics and the grammar are all mind-boggling
achievements for those times. It would appear that, engaged as it is in the
modernist project, India seems to be losing its hold on voice, on
complexities, indeed on languages. Din and noise, coarseness, giant
simplifications, impatience for subtleties of living and expression, distrust in
mother tongues are all writ large on the face of contemporary India.
But fortunately, the visible India is not all India. There is a creatively
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vibrant India, an intellectually alive India, a metaphysically anxious India,
and an India continuing to be a civilizational enterprise. The traditional
resources of creativity and imagination, of reflection and articulation have
not completely dried up and are appearing in new transmutations. In fact,
there are so many India’s -often in conflict and sometimes in dialogue
with each other. The eternal India at war with the historical India; the
political India struggling to overcome the cultural India; the intellectual
India uprooted from the popular India; the secular India trying to come to
terms with the spiritual India. In short, many ideas of India grasping and
coping with many realities of India. It is not possible to talk of India in
singular, it is plural even as an entity. It is not coincidental that besides
being the largest democracy of the world, it is the most multi-religious and
multi-lingual country of the world. We are like the whole of Europe but
all within the borders of a single country.
We are neither at the end nor at any brink. We are a tale not yet fully
told. We are a human saga still incomplete. We are a caravan forever on
the move. We have partly moved into the post-modern and partly continue
to inhabit the classical. We have taken a new face. We have launched
upon a new journey. And yet our own wisdom tells us at any time that it
is more important to keep on moving then reaching the goal. We are, no
doubt, on the move. We exist in the dimension of eternity and yet we
operate in history. We have so far negotiated this rather well.
It is ‘Yogvashishtha’ which centuries ago said: “The world is like the
impression left by telling of a story”, India is a story not yet fully told.
We are all minor story-tellers, dressed in our unearned immodesty, picking
up fragments of an epic story, which goes not and shall never finish. Not
in the new millennium.

ASHOK VAJPEYI, a Hindi poet-critic, translator, editor and culture-activist, is a major
cultural figure of India. With more than 13 books of poetry, 10 of criticism in Hindi and
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4 books on art in English to his credit, he is widely recognised as an outstanding
promoter of culture and an innovative institution-builder. Over the years he has worked
tirelessly to enhance the mutual awareness and interaction between Indian and foreign
cultures. A frequent presence at some of the major conferences, seminars and
poetry-festivals, he has raised his voice for the autonomy of literature and arts as against
contemporary tyrannies of ideologies, markets and fundamentalism. As editor of many
prestigious journals he has done much to promote critical awareness of contemporary and
classical arts and young talent in poetry and criticism. As an organiser he has more than
a thousands events to his credit relating to literature, music, dances, theatre, visual arts,
folk and tribal arts, cinema etc. He has been awarded the Sahitya Akademi Award, the
Dayawati Kavi Shekhar Samman, Kabir Samman and awarded D.Lit. (honoris causa) by
the Central University of Hyderabad.
He has written two large books on the Paris-based Indian master Sayed Haider Raza one
on 7 contemporary Indian abstract painters a book on Hindustani classical music. He set
up the renowned multi-arts centre Bharat Bhavan in Bhopal; has been the first
Vice-Chancellor of Mahatma Gandhi International Hindi University (set up by Govt. of
India). For more than a year he doubled up as the Director General of the National
Museum, New Delhi, the Vice-Chairman National Museum of Man, Bhopal. Until recently
has been the Chairman, Lalit Kala Akademi, Ministry of Culture, Govt of India, New
Delhi.
A prominent public intellectual of India, he has been a creative global-trotter and visited
Europe many times to attend conferences, deliver lectures and give readings. Has been a
writer in-residence at Jamia Millia Islamia University and a fellow of K K Birla
Foundation. He lives in Delhi after retiring from civil service. He has been decorated by
the President of Republic of Poland by the outstanding national award ‘The Officer’s
Cross of Merit of the Republic of Poland’ and the French Govt. by the award of
‘Officier De L’Ordre Des Arts Et Des Lettres’.
Presently Executive Trustee, The Raza Foundation, New Delhi.
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A Religious Problems in Korean Contemporary Poems
- Focusing on the Catholicism of the Poems of Gusang

Oh Jungguk
(Poet, Prof., Hanseo University / Korea)

1. prologue
In Modern korean poetries, in literary theory, the forms and trends of
western modern poems have been accepted, and contained the ups and
downs of korean modern history over the past 100 years. Poetries, involved
in ‘the real life’ which stood against the Japanese occupation and 6․25
korean civil war, military dictatorship, and ‘pure lyric poetries’ which
contained the anguish of the poet facing the world, had been written.
Among these, ‘religious poetry’ based on the Catholic Thought, including
Buddhism, have been also published continuously. These poems bear
religious ideology as epistemological proposition, this is one of the
characteristics in the modern korean poetry. You can find Korea’s poetry to
express the Buddhist world view originated from ‘HyangGa’ in the Silla
Dynasty, 1,300 years ago. Thereafter, since then Buddhism have become
the important matter of the ‘literary ideology’ in Goryeo and Joseon
Dynasty Verse literature. In other words, Buddhism became a nutritious
element and indigenization in the Korean literature.
Buddhism in Korea’s modern poetry has become a major indicators of
‘literary discourse’. In addition, Christian Thought is also forming ‘literary
ideology’. So, these are poems based on Catholic and Protestant Religiosity.
Of these poets, Gusang(1919-2004) is the representative showing the
worldview of the Catholicism. His poems focus on delivering the message
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rather than poetic expression or technical skill. ‘Ethical subject’ as a
discourse approach is taken rather than ‘lyrical ego’ of poetry. A literary
critic, Kim, Yun Sik finds the reason to choose ‘non-poetic’ discourse,
which refuses technical skill thoroughly, is based on the writer’s ‘positive
faith.’ He aims at the formation of Catholicism discourse in his poetry. Of
course, it doesn’t mean, he has only this inclination.
His poems are divided as follows : (1)poetry conveying the reality of the
times on the basis of a sense of history (2)poetry exploring the existence
of a human, with metaphysical point of view (3)Catholicism faith poetry
realizing the Catholic world view. But the idea, which is the very
foundation of this poetic tendency, is Catholicism. Catholicism is
‘epistemological proposition’ which flows his poetic world and it is also
the main drivers of the creation. In this article, we will examine how
Catholic discourse is contained in his poems, and find the ideological traits
of the discourse.

2. The world of binary oppositions
The Bible is considered as a preceding text in the poems of Gusang with
an aim to realize Catholic the world view. In other words, it takes the
form of searching and agonizing over the vulgar reality of human life, and
the poet himself with the motif of the events in the Bible. it also takes
the characters of the Bible as the Epistemological others.
For example, there are such lines in his poem, ｢Exodus｣, as follows :
“Made the golden calf, worshiped/ “Moses coming down from Mount
Sinai” / “Canaan!/Freedom of milk and honey flowing”.
Also in｢The story of a robber｣, ‘the robber’, who “stole the amount of
sheep,” “picked pockets of passers” “who made a man to be a blind man
by subtracting two eyes,” and ‘That Guy (Jesus)’ “who had blind man
open eyes” and “ who had the deaf hear, and “and the dumb speak”
hanging on the cross appear. The poet makes the confrontation of two
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elements with such verses. In other words, ‘the humble reality’ with ‘sin’
and ‘greed’ and ‘abstract indicators’ such as ‘love’, ‘justice’ and ‘eternity’
conflict each other.
The poet extracts the concept of ‘shame’ from this, “they do not know
what they are doing” in ｢The story of a robber｣. The phrase means
‘human shameless’. Human being can realize ‘forgiveness’ and ‘reconciliation’
by recognizing ‘shame’, and thus get a ‘resurrection’, he says.
At this point, the ‘shame’ stemming from the ‘sin’ of breaking the law
of God recorded in the Bible ‘Genesis’, will mean conscience, the signs of
human being and the concept of the possibility of human salvation,
If so, Why such a concept is extracted? It is because of the
contemporary reality a poet encounters. The reality is shown well in his
series of poetry ｢The Raven｣.
Fills the stomach with the Carrion and dead insects
While wandering the wild slopes of mountains,
I am a bird of penance, lifetime vow,
(Omitted)
Today I, overlooking the Chaotic world
Sitting on the branch of a dead tree on the hillside of Mount
Bukak
Borrowed Cog and wrath of John the Baptist beside Jordan River,
yell
─A bunch of vipers, repent!
The time of God has come close!
The person who has two pairs of underwear! Give one to the naked
man.
Share food with these hungry people.
The person Who has authority! Don’t intimidate or deceive the
weak people.
- some of ｢The Raven ․ 3｣
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The raven in this poem “looks at the Chaotic world / while wandering
the wild field / filling dead insects and carrion”. Raven borrows the voice
of ‘John the Baptist’, sending a message, “Repent! Time of God has come
close!” this criticizes Greed and injustice of fetishism of South Korea since
the 1970s. It is in the form of borrowing the voice of ‘John the Baptist’,
but in fact it is the voice of the prophet ‘Isaiah’ or and ‘Elijah’ of Old
Testament. In other words, It is the message of anger and punishment.
The raven appears at the branch of a dead tree on the hillside of Mount
Bukak, as well as on ‘Odaesan hillside near Osan Interchange, in the
middle of the highway’, on the ‘apartment buildings in Yeouido, Seoul’. It
criticizes people who do not think of “their behavior” and “life attitude”,
“death” and “eternity”, even hearing Sinister cries “caw, caw”. On the other
hand, the raven “has been to the God’s grave and cried for half a day” in
addition, the raven representing the poet himself comes to meet “an old
monk of raven on the hillside of Mount Odaesan” and discuss whether ‘the
sin of human’ can be annulled by poetry”. Here the raven reveals the
decadence of the Church, and the poet reveals his anguish about the poetry
‘which can not annul the sin of human.’
The raven is an allegory the poet created. its role is to criticize the
contemporary reality, as well as the poet himself, here the issue of ethical
practice in life is involved.

3. The will to act of the subject
His poems, focused on exposing ‘linear Salvation conception’ based on
Catholicism, also sometimes demonstrates the ‘cyclical Salvation conception’
accepting Buddhism, morally thought and indigenous beliefs. but also ｢Like
He goes alone｣ in his poem, “Justice will finally win, will become eternal,/
believing our wishes and love are not in vain, gladly accepted suffering is
valuable//(Omitted), like he goes to the way of the resurrection alone/I also
must go alone” this phrase explains it well. In this poem, ‘justice’,
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‘eternity’ and ‘Resurrection’ are the antipodal point to ‘injustice’ ‘sin of
fire,’ and ‘greed’. This confrontation means that the poetic subject is
between transcendence and anguish.
Gusang shows “both sides of the beast biting, growling each other” in
Autobiographical series of poetry, ｢A story even in the gnarl of quine․6｣
the beast having both sides is the collision point which meets Deity and
humanity, humans and the Beast. Here this, we can see the existential
anguish of the poetic self facing the world.
It is ‘the cross’ that shows these anguish dramatically. Just before the
very moment of death, prays, “Eli, Eli, lama sabak Nani? (why do you
forsake me?)”. This means that He tried to accept ‘death’ according to the
divine providence, but also shows fear and pain as a human being with
flesh and blood. The cross to Jesus is a battlefield between transcendence
and agony. The cross is the point of contact intersecting horizontality and
verticality, heaven and earth. Gusang understand the reality of this land nan
allege ‘volitional subject’ “I also must go alone”. These subject stems
from ‘ethical subject’.
Lived a day, the day of divinity,
With dirty water
Clean and pure spirits of water
Were dying foaming at the mouth
In the sewage of mine, filled with wastewater and filth
The Grave of time becoming Sludge dough
Only a drop of tear coming out of a sewer
Join the grayish river.
- ｢The river of Saint Cristopher ·10｣

The subject of this poem discourses the existential anguish of human
through ‘sewage’ ‘dirt’ ‘wastewater’ ‘foaming’. The confessional and
repentant ‘ethical subject’ shows the will to purify itself “with a drop of
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tear”. ‘The sloppy road of tears’ is reminiscent of the ‘Way of the Cross’
Jesus walked. The poet finally presents another discourse.
Peeling the obscurity
In the eyes of soul,
I realize all the whole thing surrounding me is the Word.
(omitted)
In the middle of the sea of universe, in the sea of thin membrane,
I, smaller than a grain of sand,
Numble like this
Truly realize with the spiritual blessings of Words,
Neither with an imagination, nor with a symbol.
- some of ｢The reality of the Word｣

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God”, the ‘Word’ here comes from John, is the Greek ‘Logos’
of translations. The Logos means the reality of order, namely, God to
reform the chaos of the beginning. So, the ‘Logos’ means the source of
Catholic faith and a personality meaning ‘Jesus Christ’ from the early
Catholic Church. In addition, the ‘Word’ is a means of communication
conveying the will of God, and between man and God. The act of
realizing the ‘reality of Word’ is to accept Core Catholic doctrine of
‘Trinity’, through this, from ignorance, the subject of the Word will have
the eye of the soul. Therefore, I, smaller than ‘a grain of sand, will
understand the ‘reality’ of the world existing in the world beyond
‘imagination’ and ‘symbol’. It Is ‘the reality of transcendence’ existing
beyond a phenomenon. The act of recognizing the reality means
experiencing the presence of God, It is also confession of Faith, the
testimony that is still coming as one of the events.
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4. epilogue
Like this, Catholicism of Gusang aims at ‘religious ideology’ rather than
‘artistic aesthetics’. His discourse of Catholicism is developed by allusions
of the Bible. He Show the world recognition as binary oppositions.
Namely, these examples are ‘abstract indicators’ such as ‘love’, ‘justice’ and
‘eternity’ and ‘humble reality’ with ‘sin’ and ‘greed’ and ‘injustice’. The
poet extracts the concept of ‘shame’ from this, here shame means
conscience, the signs of human being and the concept of the possibility of
human salvation,
The Poet discourses the concept because of the corruption of reality. The
raven in his series of poetry, ｢The Raven｣represents the voice of the
prophet who criticizes Greed and injustice of fetishism of South Korea
since the 1970s. The problem of practicing ethical life is involved here. It
is because the poetic subject is between transcendence and anguish. It is
‘the cross’ that shows Existential anguish dramatically. “Like the way he
goes to the road of the resurrection alone / I also must go alone”. The
poet speaks highly of volitional subject and the road means comprehending
“the reality of the Word”. Therefore, “I, smaller than a grain of sand”, will
experience and testify the ‘reality’ of the world, ‘the real world of
transcendence,’ which exists in the world Beyond ‘imagination’ and
‘symbol’.
At the same time the poet tried to study the world and the ‘I as a
Catholic’. The poet speaks more highly of ‘ethical subject’ more than
‘lyrical subject’ and tries to match Poetry and life. Thus, he tried to reach
the holistic existence.
His poetry Pursued the union of ‘poetic ego’ and ‘existential ego’ and
put more values on salvation of the existence than artistic salvation, thus,
left big footsteps to heighten the ideology of modern korean poetry.
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The Korean Literature and Mentality Scholar(Sunbee)

Jung Younggil
(Novelist, Prof., Wonkwang University / Korea)

Why do you want to be a writer? What is the ultimate purpose of
writing for you? How would you answer for these questions?
Some people would answer that they write for making money, and other
people would write for being famous, but most people would say,
Although it could be a illusion, I have a capacity for writing and want to
boast it.
However, because he has defensive personality, he couldn’t easily
challenge to writing. Then he would experience the hurt inside someday.
For curing this trauma, he would naturally write sentences. This is the first
step for writing.
The person who has this personal trauma would be interested in social
problems for moving forward as a writer. Being a writer means the
realization of audience. A writer would more consider readers as much as
renowned. This is the interest of readers, countries and society. After
experienced these facts, a writer will be a real one. For writers, readers are
the sufficient meaning because writers want to implant their own world
into audience’s mind and know what and how audience thinks as well.
Generally, compared with western writers, eastern writers have less
interest in social problems. Thus, western writings have more criticized in
society. Eastern writers more concentrate personal problems instead because
being a model to themselves is an important principle. It includes that they
want to spread out social problems through personal problems.
It is not an exception to past Korean writers. Especially, during Jo-sun
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dynasty, the principle is considered as critical rule for people at that time.
They are all educated persons because their writing skill. For example,
everyone could write poetry during the time. It is not exaggerated because
it was important for writing to be ideal man and because people used
writing as a method for improving their personality.
Now, what was the meaning of ideal man according to people lived
during Jo-sun dynasty? The answer is the person who reconciled study and
art(學藝一致). These persons were called as gentle men, known as Sunbee,
who educated literature, philosophy, and history based on poetry,
calligraphy, and paintings. They did care of making sentences with study
pointing on philosophy and history and recognized the sentence as a bowl
of idea. Therefore, they had studied the knowledge with making a group
for sharing their thoughts. They focused on literature, history, and
philosophy as majors and also practiced poem, calligraphy, and painting
with a harmony for being ideal men as Sunbee.
All Sunbee were included in ‘yanban’, educated people, for position but
in middle classes for economy. In addition, they had responsibilities more
than others according to Confucianism. Because they considered themselves
as Opinion Group, they didn’t ignore any difficult problem. That was why
their lives were serious and fierce. For achieving their final goal of
realization of social justice, they should overcome personal desires and
process the value of social community. Finally, all people would live the
world happily.
A method of succeeding the goal is keeping the value of kindness and
justice in people’s mind. When these two values are corresponded in
society, all people would live the society joyfully.
All Sunbee tried to make an effort to behave all knowledge they knew
because they believed that it is meaningful when they bring knowledge
they have learned in behaviors(學行一致). Thus, they believe that they
should manage their personalities and learning first to control others. If
there is no study for themselves, it is impossible to study for others(修己
治人). They also drew a line between public and private matters and lived
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frugally. Moreover, they tried to have a mind of contribution for solving
public problems first(先公後私). They kept their principle, fighting for
stronger but protecting for weaker, for being better persons(抑强扶弱).
For these facts, Sunbee could be compared differences with current
educated persons who are lack of the power of execution. They had brave
for suggesting their opinions even in front of king and men in power
because they weren’t afraid of death for making an effort to keep their
belief and social justice. Therefore, they couldn’t hesitate to behave justices
and make any mistake with learning new knowledge through old
knowledge. For example, although filial duty as a universal truth would be
never changed, pursuing methods could exist in numerous ways as time
goes by.
As always, Sunbee during Jo-sun dynasty had a final goal that everyone
resists one’s own desire and selfishness for building better society which
everyone could live happily. Therefore, based on the belief that human
being and nature should be in harmony, they tried to be fair for each
person with making balanced society(天人合一).
All Sunbee could be called ancient professional writers. Therefore, current
Korean writers should concern to imitate them for writing with Sunbee
spirit because it may be fairly said that the ultimate goal of writing for
writers is the realization of Sunbee spirit.


Sunbee : korean ancient gentleman
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Mystery of Monkey Story
- A Study of Asian Cultural Archetype

Choi Soowung
(Storyteller, Prof., Dankook University / Korea)

1. Asia : One continent, a variety of cultures
Asia is the biggest continent in the world and covers the biggest
population. Therefore, it is natural that various cultures co-exist in the
continent. This fact has been pointed out one reason for obstructing the
development of Asia. However, as the cultural contents industry has been
developed, the opinion is being refuted. Asian giant population means that
the size of a potential market for cultural contents is huge and besides,
Asian various cultures mean that Asia has abundant material for the
cultural industry. In addition, if cooperation between Korea, India and
Japan based on developed manufacturing technology were added to the
groundwork, Asian competitiveness in the cultural contents industry would
be further upgraded.
It is important to find a story drawing the bond of universal sympathy
for Asian people. The story should include the following condition; 1)
regional value: transmission and possession of the story should be
widespread rather than stagnant. Especially the background of the story
should spread out all over Asian region. Or the similarity of contents could
secure universality; 2) cultural value: the story should be able to share the
culture of overlapped spirit rather than particular culture; 3) industrial
value: the story should contain various possibility to be utilized by the
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cultural contents industry. Specifically, it would have advantage with the
availability of media transmission, fantasy, adventure, attractive characters
and interesting items.
The requirements of the story meet ‘myth’ and ‘tale’. They have regional
value in that they are enjoyed in common in various regions not in
particular nation. They also have cultural value in that they are remains the
spiritual inheritance involving archetypal-symbol and universal emotion of
relevant region. Further, they meet the industrial value by being qualified
for interesting elements available for a variety of utilize. Among myths and
tales with those value, this study covers the meaning of myth and tale in
the cultural contents industry through ‘monkey story’ handed down across
various Asian regions.

2. Where is a monkey?
There is no monkey in Korea. However, the stories about a monkey
exist. A Notable record among them is the story of Ichadon’s martyrdom
in the period of propagation of Buddhism. According to <Samgukyusa(三國
遺事)>, the Korean long-standing history book, when the martyr was
beheaded, the white breast milk spurted and fish and terrapins upsprang in
a river and a group of monkeys cried. Although there is no monkey in
Korea, how come did monkeys appear in the story?
The answer for this question could be found in ‘trade.’ Trade between
nations was active in ancient times. Korea carried out cultural exchange
with China, Japan, India and Arab dealer. Almost of them were the area
that monkey could grow naturally, therefore it is possible that a monkey
was brought into Korea in the process of trade. Thus, at that time Korean
could know a monkey and the story about it could be imported and
enjoyed.
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Stories including a monkey are discovered across many regions in Asia
and these stories are sorted into three groups according by characteristics
of a monkey; 1) a wise monkey: the story similar to <Tokkijeon>(a folk
tale of clever rabbit) in Korea has been handed down in Japan and Tibet.
In comparison with <Tokkijeon>, they have monkeys as the main characters
who overcome the dangerous situation with its wisdom; 2) a faithful
monkey: the following monkeys are belong to the group of a faithful
monkey-a monkey repaying others’ kindness in <a monkey, a cat and a
mouse>, a Japanese fable, and ‘Sunwukong(孫悟空)’ who escorts its teacher
in <Xiyouji>(西遊記, Journey to the West), Chinese classic novel, and
‘Hanumān’ being faithful to its lord in <Rāmāyana>, Indian epic; 3) a
monkey practicing asceticism: this group consists of a monk monkey being
tempted by a woman specter in the fable of Indian ethnic origin, a
monkey offering honey to the Buddha in the fable of Buddhism and
‘Sunwukong’ who learns the method to control the power through training
the mind.
Likewise, the stories about a monkey spread out all over the Asian
regions and they are similar to each other in contents. Definitely, all the
stories could not be known throughout Asia. However, part of stories have
contributed Asian cultural identity to be formed by trade between nations.
The monkeys in Ichadon’s story already presented above could be
understood in the same vein. Rather than the reality, the meaning in the
context is important. Although there is no monkey in Korea, it is clear that
the cultural meaning of a monkey is accepted. There IS a monkey in
Korea in that the story imitating the reality distinctly existed.
The story’s similarity in the cultural contents industry has great value. It
is easy for consumers to feel friendly to familiar story rather than
unfamiliar story. Therefore, the story about a monkey is judged as the
contents universally enjoyable for Asian.
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3. value of the story about a monkey
‘Sunwukong’ and ‘Hanumān’ are typical characters for a monkey. They
have a lot in common as follows.
Ⓐ Accumulation of stories: It is known that <Xiyouji> was created in
the period of Ming dynasty, but it would be accurate that the work
consists of various stories having been handed down in a form of novel.
Besides, <Rāmāyana> also are known that it was created by Vālmīki
around 3rd century B.C., though it is accounted that his role was simply a
compilation of stories having come down by popular tradition. This fact
means the feature of stories aggregating Asian cultural tradition. The
regions of story’s creation and transmission could be divided into the north
part and the south part in Asia. However, it does not mean that the stories
were aggregated from two part respectively in that stories, because they
could be imported and settled through trades. The fact that the base of
<Xiyouji> was a monk’s travelogue in the period of Tang dynasty proves a
variety of story contents. The monk collected stories in many regions in
the journey from China to India. Further, <Xiyouji> is a novel form with
considerable modification of the stories.
Ⓑ Convergence of areas: <Xiyouji> is based on a narration of travel,
thereby inevitably having backgrounds of various Asian regions. With a
standard of the present border, backgrounds cover China, Kyrgyzstan,
Uzbekistan, Afghanistan, Nepal and India. The background of <Rāmāyana>
encompasses the whole area of India and Sri Lanka. Considering a
propagating zone, it would be wider. <Xiyouji>, which was made in China,
has become popular and still has a great effect on Korea and Japan now.
Besides, <Rāmāyana> has been manifoldly applied by combining with local
cultures in South Asia and Southeast Asia. Likewise, when the areas in the
two stories are collected, the range of area includes almost all over Asia.
Thus, the stories could retain universality and be qualified with the
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characteristics of common enjoyability over Asia.
Ⓒ Hero with miraculous power: The similarity between Sunwukong and
Hanumān in the two stories intensifies the spatial value mentioned above.
Firstly, they are both monkeys and have uncanny ability, for instance, a
great power, an ability of dramatic transformation and quick movement.
They defend the right with these abilities. This feature offers an interest to
readers and makes the stories into the fantastic adventure stories. That is
why these stories could be wide applied as the material for cultural
contents. Especially, Sunwukong uses divine objects to enhance his ability,
which are a cloud available to move far and quickly and a stick available
to be transformed in size. These objects has been multiply utilized by an
item for giving salience to the feature of characters in the cultural contents
industry.
Ⓓ Hero practicing asceticism: The story of a hero is commonly
distributed around the world. However, the reason why Sunwukong and
Hanumān could be evaluated as the representatives of Asian heros is that
they pursue spiritual value and grow through the process. Comparing to
heros in West, the difference will be manifest. As presented from Heracles
in classic myth to superheroes in American cartoons, they fight with their
physical power or their supernatural power. Though, the important thing to
Asian heroes is the growth of sprit rather than a physical power.
Although Hanumān is a son of Wind god Vāyu’s, he had been punished
by his father with losing his ability for his prank. But, he realized his
ability again in the process to carry out a battle, and he obtained an
immortal body by receiving credit for fidelity to Lord Rāma. In other
words, the meaning of battle to Hanumān is the process of fulfillment of
his fidelity and identification of himself. The fact that the reason of
seeking immorality is not for victory but for devotion and loyalty proves
this.
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Sunwukong’s life is filled by serial growth. He was born from a rock
block and lived as a monkey, and he obtained a strong power through
training. Though, he failed in controlling his own power and became a
monster falling in vanity. After, he performed a role of inflicting
punishment to other monsters in travel with a teacher. In the journey, he
learned virtue and ended up being in the roll of Buddha. The notable point
is the fact that his training is conducted in the way of controlling his
power rather than intensifying the power. This is practice for the teaching
of Confucianism that “cultivate one´s morals and then manage the family
and then rule a nation and subjugate the whole world.”
As remarked above, monkey story is scattered all over Asia, and the
cultural identity is expressed in it. Especially, stories with Sunwukong and
Hanumān have a great possibility of application in the cultural contents
industry with these cultural values. Although they have been used as the
material for cartoons, animations, films and game so far, almost of the
cases were simple borrowing. In the future, the exchange between Asian
countries will be more active, and therefore, deep consideration of the
value and the practical method of utilization for these stories will be
discussed. Moreover, other cultural Archetypes besides monkey story will
be discovered. It is left as our task to be assigned.
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The Encounter of the Forest and the City
- The Forest People in Mahabharata, Parva and Dansha

Kavita A. Sharma
(Writer, Director of India International Centre / India)

The encounter between the forest and city is explored through the
ancient classical text of Vyasa’s Mahabharata and the issues raised in two
contemporary novels based on Mahabharata Bhyrappa’s Parva and Rajendra
Bhatnagar’s Dansha. Literature and Civilization or Sahitya and Sabhyata, if
we use the Hindi words are intimately interconnected. Sahitya means
something that is for the good of others and Sabhyata comes from the
word ‘Sabha’ or a gathering of people, community leaders, or a group of
people with common bonds. Sabhyata would imply the dominant values,
issues, conflicts and endeavours of a society or community. Therefore
Sahitya is a product of Sabhyata and in turn moulds it. It holds up a
mirror to the community, society or civilization and in turn influences it
through the ideas that it communicates and disseminates. It does so not by
being overtly moralistic but by creating an awareness or consciousness
leading to reflection and analysis of the warts and moles in the society
that often arise from the distortions that take place in the practices and
ritual manifestations of values over a period of time.
Hence literature is rooted in the imaginative responses of the writer to
what has happened in the past, what is happening now and what may
happen in future through the various themes and characters. Joseph Gold
points out that by holding up the mirror to society, literature enables us to
experience feelings, emotions, thoughts and images which helps us to learn
and understand our own feelings, identify the sources of our anxieties, likes
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and dislikes. It has a mirror effect that reveals the veiled part of our self
and our life. Awareness alters our way of thinking and so helps in
problems solving. It presents us with material that we recognize because
we are part of the collective unconscious of the society in which we are
embedded but also with slightly altered versions of it thereby placing
different possibilities before us. It is an aid to remembering our past and
making us see it differently when we need to. Hence, fiction is a powerful
agent for creative and healthy change.
Vyasa’s Mahabharata is not merely an ancient tale. It’s power has
imbued every aspect of Indian life. It is spoken of as the fifth Veda and
its author Vyasa continuously emphasizes that he wrote it for ‘paropkar’ or
good of others. While the main story deals with the fratricidal war between
the Kauravas and the Pandavas, it contains innumerable stories leading out
like branches. Thus Mahabharata can be seen as akhyana and upakhyana
containing numerous myths, legends and tales, the mode of narration being
one of stories within stories that live beyond the text in the collective
psyche of the nation which are renewed by each telling. It is also said to
be “Itihaas” or a work that projects the significance of events in infinity
through the sequence of events in a specific portion of time.

One such is the story of Eklavya in Mahabharat, the young tribal archer,
who was rejected as a student by Drona, the ‘guru’ or the teacher of the
Kauravas and Pandavas. However, he succeeded in mastering archery
through self education while keeping the statue of Drona whom he
mentally regarded as his teacher. Since Drona will not brook anyone
surpassing Arjuna, much less a tribal boy Eklavya, he unjustifiably disables
him for life by asking him for his thumb as his ‘guru dakshina’ or
teacher’s fee. This Eklavya willingly pays and thus becomes immortal.
This story of Eklavya is not explored further in Mahabharata but it has
many implications: the relationship of the ruling Aryan classes with the
forest tribes who are regarded as Rakshasas or Asuras; the differences in
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the values of two especially with regard to the ownership of land which,
for Aryans, is owned by the possessor as opposed to the common
ownership of land by the community; the implications of ownership and
inheritance for women and the patriarchal ordering of the society; the
spread of the city with its urban culture and its conflict with the forest
and its inhabitants; and the ensuing power struggles. These issues
embedded in the story of Eklavya have been taken up in two contemporary
novels; Bhyrappa’s Parva and Rajendra Bhatnagar’s Dansha. This is because
these have become acute, immediate and intense in our times.
One strand in Bhyrappa’s Parva is the manipulative use of dharma by
Aryans to subdue the forest dwellers, often unethically embroiling them in
their rivalries through women who become pawns and instruments in their
power games. This is seen in the relationship between Bhima and Hidimba,
and the sacrifice of their son Ghatotkacha. There are other alliances
between Aryans and the Rakshasas or the forest tribes as in the union
between Ugrasena’s wife and Drumile, the King with Rakshasa blood in
him which led to the birth of Kamsa. The powerful king Jarasandha’s
mother was a Rakshasa women while his father Brihadratha was the Aryan
king who loved his wife but hated the “Rakshasas as a tribe” and “hunted
them as if these were wild animals, killed them and skinned them.” In
every encounter, the tribes are the losers and the victims of prejudice or
power games.
Bhatnagar’s Dansha is told from the point of view of Eklavya who is its
chief protagonist. Once again, the more democratic values of the forest
dwellers in their societal organization is pitted against the feudal,
aristocratic culture of the Aryan Kuru Kingdom. This also juxtaposes the
forest to the establishment of cities that necessarily leads to the destruction
of the forest. After all, Indraprastha was established after clearing the
Khandavaprastha forests in a cruel and mighty conflagration in which
Krishna and Arjuna ensured that all the tribes, beasts and birds perished
got entrapped in the forest and perished.
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Dansha also raises the question of equitable access to knowledge and
how in the Aryan kingdom, knowledge is equated with power which in
turn is used to dominate and subjugate. That is why Eklavya cannot be
allowed to exceed the skill of Arjuna even if he has done it through his
own endeavours. Drona’s behavior exemplifies how eventually the ruling
class will, through subterfuge or otherwise, perpetuate the subjugation of
the ruled.
Thus the narratives produce recognition of our own bewilderments,
confusions, sufferings, sympathies and empathies. They make us recognize
that what we are suffering is well known and recognized by someone else.
Even more important, says Gold, is that the writer of the narrator never
presents, cannot present, such a story without conveying some attitude
towards it. The attitude may be one of sympathy towards the sufferer or
indignation at the attitude of others towards him or her as in Parva and
Dansha or it may be one of indifference as in Vyasa’s Mahabharata. So
the story conveys a way of framing, seeing, understanding and organizing
the pain into the larger picture of life. It provides a way of integrating the
painful into the story of our life and so feeling more in control of it. By
‘storying’ an event we become the master of it rather than its victim. If as
Sheldon Pollock says, if humanity would learn to consider itself candidly
and purely in the mirror of its works of literary art, it would become
godlike. But, of course, it doesn’t and that is why Sahitya would always
be needed for the good of Sabhyata.

Kavita A. Sharma is currently Director of the India International Centre, New Delhi
and the former Principal of the prestigious Hindu College, University of Delhi.

Apart from teaching, Kavita A. Sharma has written several books. She is a Fulbright New
Century Scholar on the theme of Affirmative Action in Higher Education for the Year
2007-2008. Her first book, Byron's Play: A Reassessment was published in 1981.
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Subsequently she published Ongoing Journey: Indian Migration to Canada. She has deep
interest in Education and has written Internationalization of Higher Education: An Aspect
of India’s Foreign Relations as also the history of University Grants Commission entitled
50 Years of University Grants Commission. She has also written the History of National
University of Education, Planning and Administration (NUEPA) which is in the process of
publication. Besides these, she has edited several books and contributed in several
multi-author books. Apart from that she has made presentations on higher education in
various seminars and conferences. Her other books are Queens of Mahabharata, Windmills
of the Mind and Birds, Beasts, Men & Nature in Mahabharata. She has also been a
prolific contributor to leading publications in the country on subjects ranging from
education and literature to women's issues and religion.
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Strangers(Aliens) in the Classical Korean Literatures

Shin Seonhee
(Literary Critic, Prof., Jangan University / Korea)

This presentation is an attempt to overview the history of narrative
literatures focusing on the ‘aliens’ appearing in many literatures throughout
the ages and countries. Starting from the classical Korean literatures,
especially the birth myth of a nation, I hope this ‘alien’ study to be the
touchstone of further studies. In the premodern society, people had to live
in a limited territory, that is a closed society. So, when an alien appears in
that closed society, it becomes a subject of curiosity and gossip. The
narrative literature starts from this curiosity and the story of the outer
world this alien conveys. A stranger amongst the familiar people makes the
story richer and more diverse. In this sense, the alien might be the
principal of the narrative literatures. By providing a new story and opening
the eyes toward the outer world, the aliens become the central figures in
the narrative literatures that change the relationships between the closed
society and the outer world.
‘A stranger who comes at night’ is a story of an alien, widely distributed
in Korea, China and Japan. And this story is also well known as ‘Cupid
and Psyche’ type in the West. An unidentified stranger visits a maid at
night and the maid becomes pregnant. With a needle and thread that
sticked in the stranger’s clothes, the maid finds the stranger who happens
to be a dragon, a snake or an otter. The maid brings forth a baby, an
extraordinary baby. The unidentified stranger who came at night was a
supernatural being and the maid gave birth to a hero who will open a new
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world. The birth of a hero who will open a new world was possible only
by the supernatural being. The alien worked as a key driver for a new
world.
Night Story at Yorowon is an entirely different ‘stranger’ story from
the ‘A stranger who comes at night’. A country man and a city man, who
rarely meet physically, happen to meet each other. In the beginning, they
do not understand each other. But through questions and answers with
poems and pictures, they understand and acknowledge each other. The
feelings of wariness and neglect toward strangers have been changed into
understanding and acknowledgement. Yorowon is a place where many
young scholars who take the state examinations gather. It is the place
where the joy of successful candidates and sorrow of the failed candidates
cross. The arrogance of a city man who despise a country man becomes
disgrace after questions and answers with poems and pictures. The country
scholar who is better than the city scholar in learning mocks the city
scholar. The prejudice between city and country, the poor and the rich, the
coarse and the elegant gradually disappears. Communication with the
strangers increases the experiences and knowledges for the outer world and
creates abundant stories.
The stories regarding the outer world of the alien work as new materials
for a novel and provide basis for a new character realization. Posongryung,
an unlucky writer in Ching Dynasty, China, sat on the main street to see
people come and go every morning. Offering cigarettes and teas, he heard
stories from them for more than 20 years. Hearing stories about the
custom and characters of the outer world he could not experience, he
actively recorded and compiled more than 2,000 stories in Yojaejiee .
The bizarre and fantastic stories in Yojaejiee allowed our imagination to
grow infinitely and became materials in many Chinese novels.
Contacts with aliens can be occurred through many channels like travel,
drift, propagation, commerce, exile, marriage, war, and banishment. Some
contacts are occurred by one’s own will, and others against one’s own will.
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As we go back in the past, becoming an alien or meeting an alien is
mostly realized by against one’s own will. So, drift rather than travel, exile
or war rather than moving are the frequent channels of meeting aliens.
Meeting aliens or experiencing customs not familiar with are fresh and
strange. People manifest dual feelings of novelty and fear, curiosity and
repulsion. These dual feelings evolve into accommodations or struggles.
In classical Korean narratives, starting from the birth myth of a nation,
the accommodation to and struggle with the aliens are well portrayed.
“Hwanwoong” in the myth of Dangun and “Haemosoo” in the myth of
Joomong are beings from heaven. They gave birth to Dangun and Joomong
who founded the nation “Gojosun” and “Gogooryo”. Those who came from
heaven, to where people can not go, changed the world on earth and
helped their sons to found a nation. “Haemosoo” approached “Yuwha” on
his own initiative and fights with Yuhwa’s father, “Haback”. Haemosoo
threats the Haback’s world. Yuhwa was expelled from her father’s world
and her so Joomong, who was born as an egg, was also abandoned. In the
myth of Joomong, those who contacted the aliens are expelled and aliens
are considered as a taboo and denied.
Hwanwoong and Haemosoo who came from transcendental time stayed in
the historical time for a while and returned to their timeless time again.
They just provided new historical time to their sons. Joomong, son of the
denied alien, escapes his grandfather’s land and founds Gogooryo. After
Dangun and Joomong were born, the stories of Hwanwoong and Haemosoo
are unknown. It seems that historical time is more important than the
transcendental time and horizontal order is more precious than the vertical
order.
Unlike the myth of Dangun and Joomong, in the myth of “Park Hyug
Geo Se” and “Kim Soo Ro”, the beings from outer world, nobody can tell
where, become kings without any obstacles. They are welcomed by the six
heads of the village and educated for a short period before becoming kings.
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Six heads of the village aspired to have a king and found a nation. With
that aspiration they raised a boy who came out of the big red egg from
heaven and made him a king. The king is “Park Hyug Geo Se”. They also
raised a girl born from the left rib of a Gyeryong and made her a queen.
The king and queen ruled over the nation for 61 years. In this myth, by
making unusual beings from the world of outer space as their kings, it
seems that their view of the world are rather secular and optimistic. They
accepted aggressively even the customs of the unfamiliar world.
Among the myths of the birth of a nation, the myth of “Garak” nation
is rather interesting in that it includes both the denial and acceptance of
aliens. Aliens in the myth of “Kim Soo Ro” are six eggs(six kids) from
heaven, “Tal Hae”, son of King Hamdal who tries to take over the Garak
nation, and princess “Hur Whang Oak” from Ayutha, a spouse for Kim
Soo Ro. After the creation of the world, in a land where there are no
nations, no kings and no lieges, there was a word. The word was “Go and
found a nation in the incomplete earth of nine finger peaks!”. And
according to the word, six golden eggs from heaven were respected. There
were only desires to change incompleteness into completeness. There were
no communications with outer world. They communicated only with heaven
and had the heavenly being as their king.
Six golden eggs in a golden box with purple strings from heaven are
considered sacred. The peculiarity of the appearances was not a matter. Six
kids who came out of the eggs were respected. The territory boundaries
and capital for six Garak nations were settled. The host who fills the
inadequacies of the earth is an alien from heaven.
On the contrary, Tal Hae who tries to take over the nation was expelled
as an invader. Tal Hae was considered as an aggressor who disturbs the
Garak nation. Tal Hae, son of king Hamdal was also came out of an egg,
became a giant and drifted into Garak nation. Tal Hae proclaimed to be a
king. But Kim Soo Ro, saying that he came to Garak nation to protect
and stabilize the nation, fights against Tal Hae. Tal Hae was defeated and
ran away. Even though Tal Hae had similar birth myth and peculiar
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appearance with Kim Soo Ro, he was not welcomed and expelled. While
Kim Soo Ro worked for the strong Garak nation, aliens like Tal Hae
worked as an evil who destroys stability.
Unlike Kim Soo Ro and Tal Hae, princess “Hur Whang Oak” from
Ayutha is an appealing alien. When advised to marry, King Soo Ro said
that he would follow the heaven’s order. At that moment, a ship with red
shroud and flag came from southwest of the sea. Those on the ship
behaved differently from the custom of the Garak. When they are warmly
welcomed by the Garak people, princess “Hur Whang Oak” from Ayutha
said, “We do not know each other. I can not go with you.” They were
strangers from the start. They anchored their ship, climbed up a mountain
and paid respect to god with their trousers. About 20 attendants, wild
animals, mountain animals, billions of silk fabrics and clothes, gold, silver
and accessories were brought out. Manners and custom of the aliens are
introduced. King Soo Ro acknowledged their manner and custom. After
marrying the princess, King Soo Ro sent the boatmen to their land. He
kept on respecting the cultures of princess “Hur Whang Oak” from Ayutha.
The sacred and fantastic marriage of King Soo Ro contains the
acceptances of aliens and their custom and the spread of their cultures.
Considering the difficulty of physical movements in that period, the
decision of the king to marry a foreign woman tells us the depth and
width of alien acceptances and communications in Korean narrative
literatures.
In the historical period, the interactions with the aliens became even
vigorous. “Cheo Yong”, “Bi Hyung Rang” and “Gildal” in Shilla Dynasty
are the examples. Cheo Yong, son of East Sea Dragon King, is a being
from a supernatural world. He became a people of Shilla Dynasty. He even
married and beat away the evil spirits with a native Shilla song. So he was
treated as a god. He was fascinated with the Shilla culture as to sing a
native Shilla song. People of Shilla treated him as a god who repells evil
spirits and protects them from troubles. The song and dance Cheo Yong
bequeathed still remains and transformed in diverse cultural aspects.
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Alien is a “new” being with strangeness and conflicts that come from
racial boundaries and differences of language and custom. The role of the
narrative literature is to continuously convey the ‘newness’ to the later
generation. So the aliens in Korean myths and narrative literatures are
typical aliens who creates new orders and cultures.
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The Archetype and the Variation of the Novel

Ham Jeungim
(Novelist, Prof., Dong-A University / Korea)

1. Research on original forms, two aspects of the creation of fiction
In the 21st century digital media era, Korean novels have introduced a
variety of forms in various attempts. In novels, narrative literature is a
genre which reacts most sensitively to the social change which is the stage
of human life. Recent Korean novels are emphasized which fit the digital
media environment where fast speed and a variety of techniques are
combined together, such as the properties of infotainment and bricolage,
fantasy and fiction. In addition, research on original forms preservedas the
cultural heritage of humanity has been conducted actively not limited to
humanity, the society and the nation.
This study will contribute to a survey of the field of the creation of
novels as an original form which is part of the narrative literature of
Human civilization in both the East and the West. The archetype here
means ‘a theme or a motif of myths, legends, literature, and ritual
appearing repetitively, that transcends ethnicity or culture’ and refers to a
certain thing, such as a ‘pot’, a certain work, such as Odyssey by Homer,
or a specific person, such as an ‘uncle’. A specific work is called as ‘the
original work’ and a study on the original work in novel form is a created
work in the form of an hommage, respect shown through the work. The
study will contribute to a survey of the field of the creation of novels as
confirmation and expansion of an original form. The materials used in this
study are a thing (pot) and a figure (uncle) as materials for the archetype.
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The aspect of the creation of a novel using a ‘pot’ will be investigated
through An Old Pot by Jeung-im Ham and A Pottery History by Jeong-eun
Hwang. The aspect of the creation of a novel using an ‘uncle’ will be
investigated through My Uncle Jules by Guy de Maupassant and My
Mexican Uncle by Jeung-im Ham.

2. The aspect of the creation of a novel using a ‘pot’
- An Old Pot by Jeung-im Ham and A Pottery History by Jeong-eun Hwang

The story of A Pottery History published by Jeong-eun Hwang in 2012
revolves around a pot coincidently found in a redevelopment area. In terms
of motive, or the original form, this novel is in the same category as An
Old Pot published in 1991. The meaningful passages when each of the two
authors found a pot are reproduced below:
I found a pot. I dug it from the ground when I saw what looked like a
brokenpiece. It had a tiny cute snout. It was perfect without having any
broken part. (…) I decided to hide it in my room. After I polished it, it was
very shiny. (…) I was happy to find it. I push it under my table and sleep
with my feet toward that side. Someone talks to me in the night. There are
five more in the western direction
- Jeong-eun Hwang. (June, 2010 A Pottery History. Hyeondae Munhak.

There was no path, no matter in which direction I pointed. No, actually, no
roads can be seen anywhere because houses had collapsed over the roads.
(…) An abruptly protruding thing caught my eyes. I approached the object
very carefully. Surprisingly, it was a large pot, a dark brown and handsome
pot, standing there like the target of many years.
- Jeung-im Ham. (Jan. 1991). An Old Pot. Hyeondae Munhak.

Both stories are set in an old residential neighborhood undergoing
redevelopment. That is a place where the ordinary items of life are rooted
out and thrown away in the name of development and construction. The
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publication dates of the two novels are 20 years apart, but still there are
no significant differences in the attitudes and intentions of the authors to
return an abandoned pot, after it has been found, back to its role as a part
of life, and to project the author’s interior. The novels prove that the
human heart (essence) is always facing its source in contrast to the
artificial civilization-oriented development and change. Both novels have a
pot as the archetype, but the two authors don’t influence each other. The
narrative proceeding around the pot does not form the same flows, and
psychological contexts of the individual speakers have different aspects.
The pot in An Old Pot faces a confrontation with the speaker. It is
implemented as an intermediary symbolizing the mother who has been an
actor in a childhood trauma with which the narrator is confronted. The pot
in A Pottery History is independent of the speaker as the word-of-mouth
type title claims, but rather ethics, as a member of a group bound together
by a common destiny, is the problem to be considered.
A novel has an organizational feature of narratives focusing on human
psychology. Therefore, ultimately the mood surrounding the work is created
differently depending on the relationships of people around the narrator, and
the attitude of the narrator toward the world on behalf of the writer. As
quoted above, the emotional state of the narrators finding the pot were similar,
but a boy, the narrator in A Pottery History focuses on the true meaning and
place of the pot. On the other hand, the narrator in An Old Pot, who returned
to his old home, built on an old field which will be demolished to make way
for the development of a new city, in order to take care of his mother,
replaces the mother with a pot in the state of absence of the father. This is a
form of ‘spiritual battle’ (revenge confrontation). The differences in mood
produced by the two novels are obvious based on the state of the narrator. It
can be seen in the following passages:
The city was spread out on the other side of the cliff. Blue, yellow, pink
and white lights shone just like broken glass. It appeared to be beautiful,
cool and independent. I picked a relatively dry spot and sat on the edge of
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the cliff. I put the pot next me and turned my face toward the city. I
listened to the sounds coming from the city. (…) The popping sound of a pot
breaking came from the distance like a gunshot. (…) Shiny lights brighter
than the stars recline with a squeaking sound
- Jeong-eun Hwang, A Pottery History.

The wind blows bleakly. I thought the pot would roll down somewhere. (…)
I came out to the road while missing the pot. It was out of my sight as it
was sitting in the fetal position facing away from me. After that I passed
next to it several times, but never went to find it. (…) a women with a
round chest was sitting crying in the field.
- Jeung-im Ham. An Old Pot

3. The aspect of the creation of a novel using ‘uncle’
- My Uncle Jules by Guy de Maupassant and Archaeology of memory
- My Mexican Uncle by Jeung-im Ham.
Novels written in different time periods with the same original form have
two types of trends.
One is a non-dependent relationship between the two, such as A Pottery History
by Jeong-eun Hwang and An Old Pot by Jeung-im Ham. In the other case, an
influential relationship is indicated referentially, such as the case of a hommage
or a variation of the previous work. At the end of Archaeology of memory
- My Mexican Uncle, there is footnote as follows :
The idea for the subtitle of the novel My Mexican Uncle comes from a
movie, My American Uncle, by Alain Resnais. But this story has nothing to
do with the French proverb, ‘my American uncle’ who left for the USA and
was forgotten by his family in France, but he became rich and came back
from the USA with lots of wealth, thus bringing a windfall.
- Jeung-im Ham. (Summer, 2012). Archaeology of memory - My
Mexican Uncle. Korean Literature.
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The recent novel of mine, Archaeology of memory -My Mexican Uncle
contains two layers: the present and a retrospection of the past. The uncle
is the person who emerges in the past retrospection. The story is told as a
recollection of the protagonist. When he was nine years old, while he was
living with his aunt for a short time, he met a Mexican accordion player
and called him Mexican uncle (no blood ties, just a friend -- he called him
this because he was living with his aunt). But uncle in this case does not
have the same meaning as the uncle appearing in the French proverb. My
American Uncle by Alain Resnais is a leader of Nouveau Cinema and an
experimental Omnibus style film that develops a story, not by focusing on
the title, but by progressing through the layers of narrative like a puzzle.
He did not invent the title, but he borrowed it from the French proverb as
well. However, the French proverb was made widely known to the public
through My Uncle Jules by Guy de Maupassant, which is the first novel
using the archetype of the figure of ‘uncle’ who gives you a windfall.
Interestingly, as A Pottery History by Jeong-eun Hwang and An Old Pot by
Jeung-im Ham exist independently even though they both use a pot as a
meaningful object in the novels, there is no influential relationship between
My Uncle Jules and My Mexican Uncle. The thing which connects them is
My American Uncle, but it cannot be considered thatAlain Resnais
dramatized his movie with My Uncle Jules in mind. However,
conventionally, a keen eye and the interpretation of academicians, who
closely look at the whole domestic and international creative based on the
concept of ‘uncle’, coordinate the linkage points of three novels.
It is hard to know whether the French proverb was derived from My Uncle
Jules or it existed before the novel so that Maupassant used the proverb for
his title. However, the meaning of the proverb cannot be pointed out as
accurately as he did in his novel. (..) A novel is developed by the layers of
Korean Literature and World Literature. Nobody can make a story all by
himself.
- Yun-sik Kim. (August, 2012). Vagner, Go-jun Doek and Maupassant.
Munhak Sasang.
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By his retroactive application, the source of Archaeology of memory -My
Mexican Uncle can be found in My Uncle Jules by Guy de Maupassant in
th
the 19 century through My American Uncle by Alain Resnais. Whether an
author was aware of a previous novel or not, the ongoing investigation of
novels about the archetype continued to this moment. A passage from the
Bible There is nothing new under the sun. becomes a power of creation to
inspire a new history with the Rene Girard’s assertion, ‘Romantic lie and
novelist truth’
With this, I am going to finish the investigation of the 21st century
creative field where the archetype of mankind is explored through novels.
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POETRY AGAINST VIOLENCE

K. Satchidanandan
(Poet, Novelist / India)

Ocatvio Paz, the great Mexican poet, diplomat and thinker wrote in his
introduction to Poesia en Movimiento ( Poetry in Motion ) an anthology of
contemporary Mexican poetry : There can be no poetry without history, but
poetry has no other mission than to transmute history. And therefore the
only true revolutionary poetry is apocalyptic poetry. Later he adds: The
poet is a man whose very being becomes one with his words. Therefore
only the poet can make possible a new dialogue.
Pablo Neruda, another great poet of our times, advocated ‘impure poetry’
in his 1935 manifesto, Towards an Impure Poetry, a poetry that carries the
dust of distances and smells of lilies and urine: “The used surfaces of
things, the wear that hands have given to things, the air, tragic at times,
pathetic at others, of such things, all lend a curious attractivenes to reality
that we should not underestimate…” He had said in that manifesto. In
1966, again he wrote: I have always wanted the hands of people to be
seen in poetry, and added: I have always preferred a poetry where the
fingerprints show. A poetry of loam where the water can sing. A poetry of
bread where everyone may eat. We know how this intuitive connection to
the masses remained a feature of his oeuvre right from his Residence on
Earth and became more intense as he grew turning him into a biblical
prophet of sorts, the voice of the voicelss, reminding us of another great
poet of our time, Czeslaw Milosz the Polish poet., to whom poetry was a
participation in the humanly modulated time and who believed that the
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poetry that does not address the destiny of nations is useless. And that in
a room where people unanimously maintain a conspiracy of silence, one
word of truth sounds like a pistol shot.. He warned the wrong-doers: You
who have wronged a simple man/ Bursting into laughter at his suffering/Do
not feel safe. The poet remembers./You may kill him- a new one will be
born./Deeds and talks will be recorderd (You Who Have Wronged).
The greatest poets of our time, from Paz, Neruda, Brecht and Mahmoud
Darwish to Tagore, Nazrul Islam and Faiz Ahmed Faiz are united by what
Paz calls the apocalyptic element: that one finds in the poets we have
cited besides a range of poets from William Blake, Alexander Pushkin,
Alexander Blok, Paul Celan and Cesar Vallejo to Paul Eluard, Louis
Aragon, Leopold Senghor, Aime Cesaire, Nazim Hikmet, Kim Chi Hai and
Bei Dao. Their texts instantly make visible the now-obscure links between
mantic practices and poetry, between magic, shamanism, possession and
oracle on the one hand and poetic vision, inspiration, power and
incantation on the other. The poet thus reenchants the disenchanted world
by turning poetry into a symbolic act intended to transform the world.
This apocalyptic and symbolic function of poetry has assumed a new
urgency in our time that, to me, has been marked primarily by violence in
its diverse incarnations. Thedore Adorno, the well-known thinker from
Frankfurt once said that poetry is impossible after Auschwitz. The
statement, clearly, was not meant to be literal; it was an intense comment
on the violence of our times that works against creativity of every kind.
Indeed the Holocaust produced its own variety of great poetry : remember
Nelly Sachs, Abba Kovner, Paul Celan and several others who still remind
us of those ominous days of the genocidal mania. It was about such
poetry that the Polish poet Tadeuz Rozevicz had said in his introduction to
the anthology of post-War Polish poetry: ‘…a poetry for the horror-stricken,
for those abandoned to butchery, for survivors, created out of a remnant of
words, salvaged words, out of uninteresting words from the great rubbish
dump.
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The history of poetry in our time has also been a history of censorship,
exile and martyrdom. We have the examples of Lorca and Neruda, Nazim
Hikmet and Ossip Mandelstam, Mayakovsky and Ai-Ching, Shamsur
Rahman and Tasleema Nasrin, Benjamin Molois and Kensaro Wiwa,
Cherabandaraju and Saroj Dutta, Subbarao Panigrahi and Safdar Hashmi
who had all raised their voice against some form of dictatorship,
discrimination and injustice for which they had to suffer insult,
imprisonment, life in a labour camp, exile or death. Plato who had kept
poets out of his ideal republic should be pleased that he has had several
followers in our time: Hitler, Mussolini, Stalin, Franco, Pinochet, Id-i
-Ameen, Sani Abacha, Ayatolla Khomeini, Saddam Husain and many other
champions of totalitarianism and fundamentlism of diverse hues, at times
even avowed democrats eager to defend the status-quo. James Joyce once
said of writers, Squeeze us, we are olives, meaning the writers yield their
best under oppressive environments. While it is true that various forms of
oppression have produced some of the most passionate poetic works of our
time, it is equally true that they have also silenced a lot of real and
potential poets. Brecht was right when he asked, “Will there be poetry in
dark times?”, and answered, “Yes, poetry about dark times.” Remember, in
his poem ‘To the Posterity’ he had bemoaned the cruel times when a talk
about trees could be a crime since it also carried a silence about so many
crimes.
It is impossible for the genuine writer today to ignore the viloence that
threatens to drown our beautiful world. Blood floods our bedrooms and
our drawing rooms are strewn with corpses and that is often the blood and
corpses of those who have neither drawing rooms nor bedrooms. Even the
ivory towers of pure aesthetes are being swept by the winds of violence
and change. Poets can no more be comfortable with ahistoricity, even if
they transmute it, as Paz says, into apocalyptic visions. Violence in our
time springs from so many sources. Indeed there are the big and small
wars often engineered by divisive forces and imperialist agencies, we have
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seen, from Vietnam to Iraq how wars can be conjured up by hegemonic
nation states. Another form of violence springs from social inequalities: of
class, caste, race and gender. Capitalist violence that emanates from greed
and consequent exploitaion- “capitalism comes into the world dripping
blood”, said Karl Marx-, upper caste violence based on discrimination,
denial of opportunities and silencing of historical memory, the violence of
the White races against the Blacks and Browns and non-tribals against
tribal populations, and patriarchal violence that takes several forms from
linguistic and emotional violence to the physical one, inevitably produce
counter-violence from the victims who try to resist the violence from
above; but even counter-violence, however sympathetic we are towards it,
is also violence and as Brecht says, even anger against injustice contorts
our human features. By now any intelligent student of history knows that
violence cannot end violence and ‘an eye for an eye only turns the whole
world blind’, to recall the words of the greatest spokesman of non-violence
in our times. We have seen this dark logic at work in the countries that
sought to change their destiny through violence: they had to employ greater
violence to sustain their regimes until some of them collapsed for lack of
any means to know the truth, why, to kinow even thir own people’s
thoughts, as they had silenced all opposition by brute force- which is
blindness of the worst kind.
Another is communal violence, of which we have seen some rabid
outbursts in India recently. This happens when religion gets divorced
entirely from ethics, from God, if you want, gets congealed into dogma
and fanaticism and begins to create a scape-goat, an ‘other’ in its own
image held responsible for every suffering that one endures. It shows
ptriarchal proclivities, manufactures an artificial tradition and a distorted
history dismising elements that do not suit its design and uses racial
symbols and archetypes to appeal to the popular unconscious. Thus it is
also a form of cultural and historical violence. This communalism shares
with fascism its basic features, what Umberto Eco calls ur-Fascism in his
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book, Five Moral Pieces, a fascism that sees dissent as betrayal, defines
nation negatively to the exclusion of minorities thus promoting xenophobia,
fears difference, advocates action for the sake of action, rejects modernism,
looks at pacifism as collusion with the enemy, scorns the weak, appeals to
the middle classes, encourages the cult of death, upholds machismo as a
value and opposes all non-conformist sexual behaviour, treats people as a
monolith, derids parliamentary governments, promotes what George Orwell
would call ‘new speak’ that sees everything as black and white, and avoids
any kind of intellectual complexity, limits the tools available to critical
thinking and creates a cult of tradition taking truth to be already known.
Techno-fascism too is a form of corrupt power as it ruins our physical
and spiritual environment, exploits the natural resources with no
consideration for posterity, pollutes our air, earth and water and imposes on
everything the tyranny of the rational, measuring everything in numbers
and quantities and rejects all that is incalculable, immeasurable and
unsayable-which is the very substance of poetry-as they are impossible to
digitalise. It also produces speed that Milan Kundera in his Slowness calls
the ‘ecstasy of technology’io. The speed of modern life leaves little room
for meditation or even the pleasure of reading and writing. He speaks
about the need to retrieve that lost joy of slowness, of lying on the
meadow, ‘idly gazing at God’s windows’, a joy getting lost in the louder
and faster entertainment provided by the machines.
Another kind of violence comes from the market that forces the writer to
be loud and to join the bidding in the culture market while art demands
subtlety, suggestion and understatement : it is like a subterranean current
that slowly works on the foundations, uproots the status-quoist values and
creaes new ones. Market is the new Midas turning everything it touches
not into gold, but into commodity and artists who answer its temptations
are sure to sell their soul to this Mephistophilean spirit.
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Baudrillard spoke of globalisation as the ‘greatest violence of our times’
as it imposes cultural amnesia in its victims, forcing them to forget their
indigenous traditions in art, culture and knowledge and turning them
increasingly into unthinking mimics of the West. Local cultures are the
repositories of culturally learned responses built up over thousands of years
from which poetry often draws its sustenance. Its loss is no less dangerous
than the loss of genetic diversity. Western universalism is trying to drown
the pluralistic and polyphonic cultural mosaic of countries like India. The
agenda of globalisation is monoacculturation, that is, to homogenise and
standardise cultures whereas difference and diversity are the very soul of
many cultures in the East. Globalisation kills languages both through
jargonisation and the selling of the monolingual idea. It is more a
command from above than a decision from below; it anthropologises
culture by reducing ethnicity into a brand name. It is a form of
recolonisation that brings back colonial imaginaries.
Genuine poetry has always opposed violence in its direct and oblique,
tangible as well as intangible, forms, and more than ever it needs today to
raise its profoundly human voice against all forms of violence, the ones we
spoke of and the ones we may have overlooked. Paz had foreseen the
contemporary situation: Reality has cast aside all disguises and
contemporary society is seen for what it is: a heterogeneous collection of
things ‘homogenized’ by the whip or by propagandas, directed by groups
distinguishable from one another only by their degree of brutality. In these
circumstances, poetic creation goes into hiding. Poetry, even with its
element of play, is no mere combinatorial game that a machine can play.
It is more than a mere permutation of a restricted number of elements and
functions. It always tries to say what it cannot say and its power comes
from its willingness to give a voice to what is voiceless and a name to
what is nameless. It advances on the blank page as Nicanor Parra would
say. Poetry becomes important, as Italo Calvino says of literature in
general, not when it reproduces establishd values, given truths or
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ready-made slogans. It is an ear that hears beyond the understanding of
common sociology, an eye that sees beyond the colour spectrum of
everyday politics. It promotes self-awareness through a criticism of the
status quo and the cultural and material violence it perpetrates. The truth it
discovers may not necessarily be of immediate use, but it is sure to
gradually become part of social consciousness It is the undeclared mission
of poetry today to retrieve the past without being atavistic, to disentangle
the effects of power from representations, to re-establish the almost-lost
connections between man and nature, to redefine the boundaries between
the self and the other and the self and nature in the context of man’s
species-arrogance that cripples the environment as well as his own moral
and spiritual life, to resensitise man to suffering, alienation and solitude
and to give positive non-violence and love which is its greatest expression
the central place it ought to have in all human discourse.
Reality has cast aside all disguises and contemporary society is seen for
what it is: a heterogeneous collection of things ‘homogenized’ by the whip
or by propagandas, directed by groups distinguishable from one another
only by their degree of brutality. In these circumstances, poetic creation
goes into hiding. Globalisation kills languages J. Swaminathan, an admirer
and friend of Paz, had seen how in tribal art nature and its creation
envelop each other. Lorca who spoke of the ‘duende’, that sudden epiphany,
the vision of godhead, the intangible mystery in the context of Arabic
music, also was speaking of the thril and terror of what Paz calls the
apocalypse. But this is not a moment of ignorance, but of awareness of
the highest kind, an awareness filled with deep concern for all iving things
that the Buddha, that great pioneer of the philosophy of non-violence,
would have qualified as ‘karuna’ or compassion. Let me conclude with
Paz’s own inspired words: We must find the lost word, dream inwardly
and also outwardly,/ decipher the night’s tattooing and look face to face at
the noon day and tear off the mask so that finally we can say, I am
history/ A memory inventing itself/I am never alone/ I speak with you
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always/ You speak with me always/ I move in the dark/ I plant signs.

K. Satchidanandan

is perhaps the most translated of contemporary Indian poets,

having 23 collections in 18 languages including English, Iriish, Arabic, French, German
and Italian. His book While I Write : New and Selected Poems (Harper-Collins) came out
in 2011. Satchidanandan writes poetry in Malayalam and prose in Malayalam and English
and has more than 20 collections of poetry besides several books of travel, plays and
criticism including five books in English on Indian literature. He has also edited 12
works in English and 8 in Malaylam besides having edited many journals including
Indian Literature, the journal of the Indian National Academy. He has represented India in
many Literary Festivals and Book Fairs across the world including those in Berlin
London, Paris, Leipzig, Frankfurt, Beijing, Rotterdam, Sarajevo, New York, Lahore, Abu
Dhabi, Moscow, Medellin, Delhi and Jaipur. He was a professor of English, and later the
chief executive of the Indian National Academy of Literature (Sahitya Akademi) and thwe
Director of the School of Translation Studies, Indira Gandhi Open university, Delhi. He is
a Fellow of the Kerala Sahitya Akademi and has won 27 literary awards besides
Knighthood of the Order of Merit from the Government of Italy and India-Poland
Friendship Medal from the Government of Poland.
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Metaphysical thrill toward the Origin of the Existence

Kim Soobok
(Poet, Prof., Dankook University / Korea)

1. My poem was born from the body of the universe. Thus, the universe
is the matrix of my poem. When all the poems represent the figures of a
child’s smiling at his mother, my poem would be conveyed toward the
universe as its origin.
At dusk, I am sitting on the chair under the tree on the hill at back of
my village. The sun will go down right away. A flower withers over there.
The flower falls its neck off over, over there. It goes down inside and
outside of all boundaries. The sun is about to fall around the boundary
between the existence and the extinction.
The distance between rationality and sensibility, the distance between
body and mind, that long distance.
Now, I can see over there. I have been dreaming where the inside and
outside would become one so far.
Now, the inside is pushing out the outside. So does sensibility to
rationality, so does mind to body and they are waiting to be left desolate.
Only the spirit waiting alone is free.
Only a destiny of freedom can make up for soul, sensibility and you
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inside me.
2. Whom is the sun meeting after it has fallen on the center of sky?
Has Dan´te become the sun with light in the heart after being guided by
Beatrice and going blind by the light? After all, has he gotten out of
everything?
Was he free of the bewitched love?
3. Now, I am sitting on the chair damp in the gray of the daybreak.
The quiet voices of spirits from the forest come into hearing. I have been
listened to the voices of confession in the gray. I hope my poems also
have the hearts of confession beating.
The eyes of the sinking moon remain long. It’s like seeing a
black-and-white film of landscapes of the past times remembered for the
eyes.
I believe the poems will go somewhere pulling with the dawn, like
moon’s ‘Stay out.’
There are more exclamation marks than before. Perhaps because the
corner of dawn for escaping the landscapes!
As certain reviewer interpreted, I have been listened to the vestige of
‘sacred things’ in daily life. I have been tried to approach the depth of life
and feel a thrill at rapture of life by conveying the voice of the silence
and far sacred ripple through the poetic experience for enduring and
healing the earthly life. Moreover, I imaginarily experienced the world of
the origin to save the vague period which the meaning of the life has
been obscured by the thick fog. Doing so, I have walked with poems
toward symbolic ‘temple of language’ raptly demonstrating solitude and
sacredness. My poems contain a calm desire for ontological return of the
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identity. At the same time, they cover howling of the origin of the
existence aiming the holy world. It can be referred as ‘a metaphysical
thrill’ heading for the origin of the existence.
Hope to go with the poetic walk for tracing the origin of my existence
through the following five poems.

Walking into the Spring Tree
Keep addressing to anyone,
Sit alone absentmindedly in a dark room,
See the eye which desires to bloom together, not alone,
Hear birds’s long whistle of sigh from somewhere,
Wait the sole of my feet get warm through the layer of earth,
A bolt from the blue passes,
Become a eyeball of the dark despair eye,
Laugh widely while hugging your back,
Go down to the bottomless bottom of lake with closed eyes
And wanted to die eyes open,
From the winter
Walk into the spring tree
When I want to talk to the wind eternally

To You Come into Flowers
The corpse of love talked
Under the most beautifully grown tree,
there lays fully rotten body
In the biggest eye of love,
there are pupils of the deepest sadness
To you come into flowers from the spring tree
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Jusanji Lake
Release such a sorrowful heart toward the empty air
Face the heart of sky
Lift its body
And lift,
May spend a winter
May give birth all the silence of the world
From the heart of sky
Lift and lift all the heart long time ago,
Might plant the root of love long time ago

The God’s Inn
Oh God! I already confessed.
Do not worry.
The casket was carried through the cherry blossom
The tomb works were done
and everyone returned.
Now it is good to have the blanket of morning dew
and have the pillows of loneliness
It became the crying room
For all the birds and bugs.
It became the inn which accommodates the shadow of moon
and returns to the East.
It became friends to stars who hide and arrive late
And kept them for one night of life,
And took them back
And return them.
Today, another innocent man climbed to near you,
Slept in the atonement room
And went up.
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Mo-Hang : a home port
Looking into the mud flat
Who forgets sleep at night
Suckle
Of Chilsan offshore,
Even to the crescent
Who wakes up early and cries for milk
Offering gently her breast,
Our full moon, our mom
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Civilization to the Point of View of the Two
- My Poetry Shown in the Story of Civilization

Kim Wanha
(Poet, Prof., Hannam University / Korea)

1. Background story of the poems the pursuit of oneness with Nature
Within my poetry, a heavy portion of the earlier works is dominated by
the subject of ‘star’. The series of ‘star’ poems enlighten us of the mutual
and harmonious life that the stars reveal. The ‘star’ series, that host the
longing to surpass the painful life of reality and to dream of ideals, can be
understood in a paradoxical sense by contrasting with the political climate
of Korea in the 1980s; thus it reflects that life then was a challenging and
weary process.
The poem ‘Arrowroot Vine’ likewise imitates Nature in order to
incorporate it into the lives of mankind. The arrowroot vines that are the
central image of the poem is impressive for the imagery of the vines
embracing and living against the steep mountain slope. Furthermore this
poem, when taking into consideration the background of the 1980s,
critically reflects the life of reality that is interspersed with division and
conflict. It is urging the modern civilization that is represented by division
and extinction to pursue a new communal life.
With the natural ecology and characteristics of the arrowroot vines, it
critically suggests the life of mankind and its society. Such poetical
meaning finally reaches its climax in the expression carry together to death.
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In ‘Arrowroot Vine’, the communal life and mutual life is intensively
expressed.

2. Two perspectives on civilization
When examining my poetry, one can see that in general it has been
formed with a critical perspective towards civilization. On the other hand,
parts that view the aspects of civilization positively through a sympathetic
perspective can also be seen. Along these lines, my poetry hosts two
contradictory perspectives about civilization.
1) Criticism and negative perspective on civilization
Among my works, there are numerous poems that show negative
perspective and critical definition towards civilization by emphasizing the
worth of Nature. My poetic imagination is dedicated to filling with trees
and forests the hollow, empty land that the civilization, which heals the
scars and embraces the tatters brought by the life of reality, has created.
The development of civilization can also be defined by the transition
towards a demonstrative and analytical ideology. Our westernized perception
replaces the universal susceptibility of self and the world with principles of
dissolution and dismantlement. One can easily find poems that reflect such
aspects.

The sound of eavesdrops from the thatched roof of our old house
I wonder how far they’ve run
My mother stepping into the yard, dripping
Wiping the rain from her forehead with a white towel
Laying down the porringer full of plum-hued potatoes
Creeping between my slumber and dampening my heart
Where did that sound of rain go to blossom into a flower
Like the hands of my grandmother that patted my shoulder
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Those eavesdrops that come alive even through rain splatters
Where have they run to wet a river valley
The sound of water as we eat boiled potatoes bought
from the convenience store
The bickering of water pouring into the barrel of the
apartment veranda
The whining of my sleepless baby son
Fretting as he is awaken by the sound of water that
hits the midday calm
- Kim Wanha <Eavesdrops>

In this poem the ‘eavesdrops’ are divided into two time frames and
scenes. One is the bickering of water pouring into the barrel of the
apartment veranda, which belongs to the present as the narrator listens to
the sound of eavesdrops, and the other is the reminiscence of the “the
sound of eavesdrops from the thatched roof” from his past. Here, the
apartment serves as the emblem of our commercialized lives where not
even eavesdrops can run their natural course. On the other hand, this
critical emblem naturally calls forth distant memories through the sound of
eavesdrops when eating boiled potatoes bought from the convenience store.
The landscapes of the past that endlessly flow through the sound of
eavesdrops in the present are engulfed in beautiful and warm harmony, and
because the scene of the narrator’s son is placed among it, the past gains
softer sentiments.

Apartment fallen in morning fog coughs like a ferry
The streetlamp lights coming alive spot by spot suck in the moisture
The city bus comes, then leaves empty
For the people with no morning appetite
The crown bakery lad bakes an apronful of bread
Although the flour dough rose like the fog
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The bread’s morning did not blossom
While the wet placard ripped by the scraggy branches
Gets pushed out into the damp swamps of fog
Since when has it been that the sound of valley water has gone
Fields drag the sound of groans, sipping beneath the overgrown
weeds
Ginkgo tree sunken in sticky morning slumber
Lies long above the unpredictable time
Again, the bakery owner retching up a skirtful of bread
She lives for the tables of apartment inhabitants
Only raising bread for those with no appetite
She gives no glance to the alleys where dawn enters
This year in the apartment the fog fills in every other day
- Kim Wanha <Domadong Crown Bakery>

Centering from Domadong where the poet lives, the poem enlightens the
worth of Nature and life that the modern citizens are losing by
symbolizing the encroaching civilization that is destructing Nature. To that
extent to the poet the civilization serves as a subject of negativity and
criticism. As Nature is destructed by civilization, mankind is losing appetite
and the enthusiasm for life. Around the apartment where fog fills in every
other day, only the ripped placard is wet and no liveliness of the people
can be observed.
2) Perspective of positivity and sympathy on civilization
In my poetry, there are works that symbolize sympathetic viewpoints on
civilization by suggesting its positive value. Here the civilization mostly
becomes a subject that makes the lives of mankind more convenient and
useful.
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My horse has carried me all day
I glance back as I leave it in the underground
Cannot be free even when sleeping with shoulders weighed down in
fatigue
Their pitiful backs, those who cannot ever lie down,
The sound of their groans leaking out from their tired waists
Relying on speedy race, how much
Have we made them suffer
Amidst the speed wearing out daily
We can only be grateful for their docile submission
What are they dreaming of as they turn into scrap metal
Us who ride these who race the day
Who knows one moment they will raise an uprising
And it will be us who must carry them
Now where will we bury their corpses
That will crumble and fall in an instant
Their bodies that will cool icily
- Kim Wanha <Domadong Underground Parking Lot>

The car that appears in the poem is the mechanized civilization as a form
of transport that replaces human labor. The poet does not approach the parked
car through objectified perspective or separatist aspect of modernization, such
as the machine’s cold metal, speed or individuality. Instead, he gives life to
the inanimate object. The narrator portrays this through poetical language; for
example, ‘wearing out’ is expressed as ‘fatigue’, ‘tired’ and ‘groans’ and thus
reveals an affectionate mind towards it. In particular, the line what are they
dreaming of as they turn into scrap metal confirms the features of poetry that
not only transcends the boundary between the living and the nonliving, but
also brings down the boundary with men. This is because ‘dream’ is
intrinsically linked to the awareness of men, their hope, their will, etc. This
poem delineates the logic of lyric poetry that human’s objectification is
diametrically opposed to object’s humanization.
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Abandoned a long time ago in front of a house
A worn out car is asleep
Flat tires on all four
And even with the windshields shattered
The car cannot be dismantled
Instead it stands under the scorching rays
The discarded car casts on earth
One last piece of shade
It is trampled under the car
Wait, on closer look
Within that shadow a lad curled up
Having a nap
- Kim Wanha <Nap>

The situation drawn in the poem is like a scene of a picture: the worn
out car that is abandoned in front of a house stands with flat tires and
shattered windshields; the car is casting the last shade on earth; on closer
inspection, a guy who has crawled under the car is having a nap in the
shade. The image of the guy is of enjoying the benefits of the shade
provided by the worn out car. The car has provided convenience to
mankind to the end of its day, and is still bestowing benefits even after it
has been discarded. Through such car, the poet signifies the view of pity
and sympathy.

3. The disappearance and love and mutuality of boundaries
In the modern society, one cannot devotedly pursue only Nature.
Therefore the harmonious life of Nature and civilization is of greater
importance. The model method in which to look back on Nature within
civilization and truly appreciate the meaning of Nature would be through
the poems that strive towards such aspects.
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Fighting the morning fog
Walking on the mountain paths
When all of a sudden a grasshopper sprang
And hit itself right under my nose and
Fell back onto the road
Leaving the comfy forests of the mountain
The trees within the forests
The grasshopper who flew and hit itself against me
Am I to the grasshopper a moving tree
The sting under my nose
I rub it with my hand, I stop on the spot
A morning that a single grasshopper
Returned me to Nature
It is a morning where I want to offer
Deep thanks to the grasshopper
- Kim Wanha <Fog>

This poem depicts a moment in a promenade in the morning fog where
a grasshopper from the forest by the path flies and hits itself under the
nose of the narrator. The idea that human can also be a part of Nature is
evoked by the grasshopper that flew towards the center of civilization that
is human. The phrase am I to the grasshopper a moving tree ironically
puts into consideration the notion that to the grasshopper human can also
be a part of Nature rather than through the self-centered perspective of
humans. Furthermore, on this morning that a single grasshopper / returned
me to Nature, the narrator makes up his mind that [he] want(s) to offer /
deep thanks to the grasshopper. Although the narrator lives within
civilization, through the collision of one grasshopper he realizes the
meaning of Nature and reminds himself the gratitude towards Nature.
In the world of my works, there is no variance. Although the poet looks
upon the silent subjects on the outside of the boundary of the original
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unyielding judgment, he takes precaution not to divide this into half and
become the main body of criticism on a particular side. Rather than that,
he demolishes the boundary between the two worlds and, using love and
mutuality, encourages resolution and collaboration. This is my attitude in
confronting the world of suffering as well as the method to overcome the
distance with the world.
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Writing a Civilisational Identity in Violent Times

Giti Chandra
(Critic, Violinist, Director/Conductor, Incidental Art / India)

If we think of a ‘civilisation’ as a moment in time at which we begin to
consider a group of people a ‘collective’, bound by a common history, a
common aspiration, a common set of values that we choose to applaud and
a common set of practices that we choose to uphold, then the inescapable
conclusion must be that it is literature in which these defining qualities are
enshrined. If we further consider that our sense of collective identity in the
20th and 21st centuries has been in a constant state of flux, besieged as it
is by the turbulence of these times, then it becomes imperative to think
about the ways in which the human and psychological upheavals of these
past hundred odd years have affected our sense of our civilized selves.
Finally, it behooves us to study the ways in which literature has
represented this turmoil of our bodies and our souls and constructed,
through this representation, a collective that may be called ‘civilised’. I will
choose a particular category of literature for the purposes of this short
paper: novels written by women in the second half of the twentieth
century. Of course, many texts will come to mind in the course of this
discussion, but this category will serve to focus what I will call the fault
lines in the meeting of literature, violence, and civilization.
Embedded in the theorisation of violence and its narratives, this paper
sees Toni Morrison’s Beloved and Sula, Amy Tan’s The Joy Luck Club,
Maxine Hong Kingston’s The Woman Warrior and Isabel Allende’s The
House of Spirits as being representative of a unique sub category of the
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contemporary novel. This sub category revisits sites of extreme or intense
violence in the lives both of its protagonists and of the collective to which
they belong in the process of defining the identity of that collective; each
of these novels deals with a different historical event of violence.
Beloved returns to Slavery in America in its construction of the African
American identity, defining its violence as intimate and personal. The
violence of the First World War in Sula is shown as impersonal and
mechanical, while Tan presents the violence of the Second World War
from the point of view of a single woman fleeing the Japanese invasion of
China. Violence arising from the sexism of patriarchal, feudal China is,
perhaps, the only kind in this thesis that is not part of a specific political
and historical event, but The Woman Warrior includes the Communist
revolution. Finally, The House Of Spirits provides a fictional account of
the violence of both feudal Chile as well as State torture.
I will argue that the constructions of individual and collective identities
in these texts are deeply embedded in these narratives of violence. Each
text interrogates the nature of the collective formed: from the newly freed
and escaped slaves of Bluestone, the African American community of the
Bottom, the Chinese American immigrant’s sense of a heritage from another
country and culture and a future in an adopted country to the Chilean
rebel and ex-feudal lord. In form and narrative strategies these texts deploy
non-real tropes and elements, using these to index realities in registers
other than the empirical, figure forth realities that strain at the limits of
human comprehension and endurance and finally, to gesture towards future
realities too difficult to imagine.
I want to introduce this area of study by looking at a single incident in
one of the novels: the rape of Alba in Isabelle Allende’s House Of Spirits
and her decision to give birth to the consequent child. The political
implications of literary tropes such as Alba’s - the raped and consequently
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pregnant woman who decides not to abort the child is important to my
study for two reasons. First, in the context of the kind of violence I am
interested in examining through the course of this study, the implications of
this trope often run counter to the overt intentions of the author. In the
case of these highly political works such a contradiction is disquieting and
significant. Second, it presents a disturbing aspect of the use of non-realist
strategies on which I shall offer a more detailed comment shortly.
The trope is such an ordinary, much-used one, that a reader may well
pass over its subtle complexities as being part of its biological (hence
‘natural’) nature. But it is worth remembering that the peculiar poignancy
of this trope derives from its literal facticity: women in ethnic conflicts the
world over are raped as much to reap the political capital of the possible
child as in violent vengeance to redress perceived grievances. The child, if
it is born, is this vengeance made flesh: it derives its power from not just
its literal identity (modified/determined by the enemy in racial and religious
terms) but perhaps more profoundly, from its symbolic identity. It is this
seamlessness that I wish to focus a seamlessness that language adopts and
reproduces through devices such as symbolism and magic realism. In doing
so, I believe, there is a very real danger that it reproduces, also, the
social, cultural and political forces that make such a crime possible in the
first place. The symbolism that surrounds the woman’s body, investing it,
against the woman’s will and consent, with meaning and value derived
from patriarchal social structures and ideologies, is reinvented, reinscribed
and perpetuated through these tropes.
Further, the woman’s victimhood is ironically twisted to serve the very
ideologies that first perpetrated it. The trope works to invest the unborn
child with the symbolic power of the future: not, to be sure, necessarily a
bright one, but certainly one that bears the responsibility to lay to rest a
violent past. In choosing to give birth to the child, the woman is making
what is, in essence, a historically compelled choice: to end the cycle of
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violence by either not accusing the rapist(s) (as in J.M Coettzee’s novel
Disgrace) or by not aborting the unborn child, as in The House Of Spirits.
The unborn child (which must remain ‘unborn’ in order to adequately
figure an unseen future) represents a future in which warring factions will
be necessarily, even organically, united. Both Allende’s context of the State
and the rebel and Coettzee’s context of racist South Africa demand such a
future as the only desirable one. Of course, the power to end such a
material thing as state/racial violence lies precisely in acknowledging the
symbolic implications of both the crime and the decision to keep the child.
I think it is important to focus the problems inherent in any trope that
seeks to ‘transform’ victimhood into a species of ‘heroism’ or agency
through the further self-mutilation or destruction of the victim herself. The
rhetoric of heroism camouflages all too neatly the fruition of the most
destructive form of patriarchy, forcing the woman to shoulder the burden
of righting a wrong perpetrated by men and systems beyond her control.
Historically, we know this trope to be a completely inaccurate
representation of the actual political power or agency allowed/allotted to
women not holding political office. The main thrust and efficacy of this
trope lies, clearly, in its aesthetic appeal: its ability to play upon or
otherwise exploit a symbology that has proved, repeatedly, to be destructive
- in the most violent manner - of every conceivable aspect of the woman’s
being and body.
That these tropes should be used so powerfully in texts that struggle to
avoid these very structures and ideologies is, I think, an index to their
literal truth: the thousands of women to be thus assaulted, who have no
recourse but to bear the resulting child, wield a powerful hold on public
emotion and literary imagination. However, it is, of course, this very ‘truth’
that needs dismantling and deconstructing; were this symbolism to be
stripped from it, the woman’s body would be less vulnerable to violence of
this kind. Exploiting the trope in the absence of such dismantling amounts
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to that body being used twice over, both times in the service of an
ideology that the authors of these texts most certainly repudiate.
How, then, to account for this fault line the runs between the authors’
politics and their aesthetic/literary practices? The structures that magic and
other non-realist techniques employ enable, in literary and aesthetic ways,
the slippage between the literal and the symbolic. Indeed, the seamlessness
with which material reality cohabits the same space as certain symbolic
tropes and the ways in which the use of non-realist techniques aids this
fluidity is crystalised in this trope. In many ways, of course, this
seamlessness is precisely the site that magic and other non-realist
techniques seek to inhabit. I do not want to suggest that therefore the use
of these techniques is, in itself, undesirable or suspect; but that there is
certainly a need for readers and writers alike to be alert and attentive to
its vulnerabilities. If I am right, and magic and other non-realist strategies
alert and make us attentive to worlds and possibilities otherwise
inaccessible through realist techniques, then it is equally true that at least
in some cases, these worlds and possibilities are constructed upon and
indicated through tropes that subvert and destabilise them. The irony should
not be lost upon us: these are tropes that should, themselves, be subverted
and destabilised and indeed would be if they were used in accordance with
these authors’ political affiliations. Yet, the sheer creative exuberance
combined with the literary and political rebelliousness of magic and other
non-realistic strategies serve to blind both readers and writers to its
vulnerabilities. I believe such blindness is a severe handicap and one that
we can ill afford.
While the subsequent chapters will offer detailed studies of the use of
magic and non-realist strategies, I would like to include, here, a few
observations on the strategic deployment of magic/non realism and its
political and literary implications. Magic/non-realism has been studied in the
context of what we understand as the Sublime; most notably, for my
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purposes, by MadhuDubey. If, as she observes, the sublime can be defined
as the effort to gesture towards something beyond the empirical even while
acknowledging the limits/limitations of the empirical, then this is certainly a
fundamental enterprise of the novels we have looked at. They each attempt
to indicate a level of community, identity and communication beyond that
which the authors are able to represent through realist strategies. Some of
the texts use allied or alternative strategies such as symbolic representation
as in the women humming in Beloved, but the strongest and most effective
technique is that of magic realism.
Let us set aside, for the moment, the assertions of Morrison, Tan,
Kingston and Allende (and those of many other authors like them) that the
literary technique of magic realism is no more than the more empiricist
realism that is familiar to the British novel. It represents ‘reality’ as
faithfully as the more traditional realist novel did the difference lies, not in
the representation, but in the reality being represented: their reality the
African, Chinese, Chilean is not bound by empirical limits. Thus, they
claim, the girl back from the dead and exorcised by the community of
women, the ghosts and spirits, legends and myths of China and the
proximity of the spirit world to certain women in Chile are no more than
the material facts of a culture and heritage that the ‘West’ cannot
understand and does not have. In short, there is an insistence on the truth
function of the literary narrative precisely because it is not supported by
the more conventional means of realism.
Such an assertion of ‘magic as reality’ has its own significance with
regard to studies of the nature of these realities and their narratives. I have
no quarrel with such a stance. I wish, however, to separate out this
position from the question of narrative strategies which can be fruitfully
done without the one issue precluding the other. For the sake of my
argument, therefore, I wish to look at magic realism, instead, as a literary
device (representative or not of any given reality) that is strategically
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deployed by the authors in order to achieve certain ends. The question,
then, is: what are these ends? From my readings of these novels I think it
is fairly evident that the creation of a sphere other than the earthly, a
world beyond the material, an aspect of existence transcending the bodily
is vital to the worldview of these novelists. Each of these texts contains
within itself the tension between the told and the untold, indeed, the
tellable and the untellable. That which can be recounted within the
accepted boundaries of the novel form and that which strains at these
limits is often the focus and subject matter of these novels. Often, this
limit or boundary is negotiated through the medium of magic realism or
the evocation of a kind of ‘reality’ that is inaccessible through more
conventional narratives. This inaccessible, unrepresentable realm is indicated
or gestured towards even as it is constructed by the use of nonor anti
realist narrative techniques. I would go so far as to suggest that, given the
profoundly political nature of these novels, these non/anti/magic realist
strategies are central to their vision of what is a representable, accessible
reality and the nature of a reality that may only be represented or accessed
through these strategies.
This other reality takes different forms: in the case of Morrison’s
Beloved, for instance, a sort of utopian ‘community’ of women is evoked
in the aural collective created by their humming. Caught within the written,
the oral is invoked as a once and future reality, only liminally visible in
the present time and ‘space’ of the novel. The legend of the woman
warrior in The Woman Warrior embodies both the ancient mythical past of
China as well as the ‘home’ of emancipation and belonging that the
protagonist strives for in the course of the narrative. Similarly, the Chile of
Rosa and Clara, evoked through their magical powers, resonates in Alba’s
continuation of her grandmother’s habit of writing the past, present and
future into being. When Clara returns to Alba and tells her she must stand
witness to the suffering she has seen she sets into motion the process of
healing and faith that will bring about a future that is a part of the past
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both in spirit and in body Alba’s child, symbolic of this future, is a direct
descendent of Clara.
Most of these novels follow a trajectory of healing and reconstruction:
from intense violence and disjunction to hope of forgiveness and suture. It
is in this context that a notion of representational responsibility is one of
the crucial concerns that animates many of the debates that this book
opens and develops. If the critical questions of ‘whose’ and ‘towards whom’,
cultures and moralities, remains abstract and theoretical, this is, perhaps,
one of the necessities of theoretical formulations. It need not, however,
blind us to the real and material consequences of literary and popular
representations of nations, races, ethnicities and gender already rendered
vulnerable by virtue of their historical, economic or other position. The
specific context of rape that I have discussed above is a case in point. It
is not hard to multiply examples and instances of the nexus between
popular images/representation and the matrix of socio-political realities
within which they function. The fallout of certain kinds of images and the
currency they accumulate in popular imaginations, representations, and
usages often translate into and encompass everything from the minutiae of
the everyday existences of, say, Chinese and African American women to
trade embargoes, economic sanctions and foreign policies. In other words,
literary texts especially those that fall within the parametres of the texts I
discuss operate within material matrices quite other than the ones that their
authors or their publishers may be concerned with. Thus, whether Kingston
or Morrison is writing from within unique and distinct Chinese and African
traditions or not, and whether their targeted audiences are Chinese
Americans and African Americans or not, their texts circulate within the
vast network of social, historical, political and cultural forces cited above
and hence, have material consequences for real people.
The parametres that I have chosen to define and select the texts in this
study mark them as peculiarly vulnerable and significant in this context.
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Critics like Caroline Rody have clarified the ways in which traumatic
histories are revisited and rewritten by certain literary texts. The texts I
have chosen concern histories rendered especially vulnerable by virtue of
their nationality, race or gender. Further, these are texts as I will discuss
in more detail later - that are both immensely popular as well as
immensely influential. Thus, the implications for questions of identity,
especially collective identities, and for the ways in which these collective
identities and/or their perceived images function and circulate, are
fundamental and acute.
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The Korean War and Gasa
- Focused on <ChuWolGam>

Ko Soonhee
(Literary Critic, Prof., Pukyung National University / Korea)

1. Preface
The Gasa is one of the traditional poetic genres. But the Gasa was
actively created and enjoyed in modern period. Recently the academia
begins to pay attention to the modern Gasa. A lot of manuscrips are leaved
to chance. In chapter 2, I’m going to present briefly the texts of Gasa
relating to the Korean War, and overview the literary aspects of those
works. In chapter 3, I will discuss in detail <Chuwolgam> which is
representative of these works.

2. The texts of Gasa relating to the Korean War and The literary aspects
To obtain the texts of Gasa relating to the Korean War, I have
extensively investigated the collections of manuscrips and printing books.
As a result, 10 pieces of Gasa were founded until now. These are
<Gowhyang-dduhnan-hoesimgok>, <Chuwolgam>, <Setebigam>, <narayi-beeguk>,
<Jatanga>, <hoesimsa>, <Samsingimyeongaemuga>, <hoepoga>, <Wonhanga>,
<Jatanyira>. The literary aspects of these works can be summarized as
follows.
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1) Contemporary representation and Recollected representation : Such
Gasas as <Gowhyang-dduhnan-hoesimgok>, <Chuwolgam>, <Setebigam>,
<narayi-beeguk>, <Jatanga>, <hoesimsa>, <Wonhanga> are the contemporary
representation to be created in the Korean War. These works vividly
express the writer’s experience and feeling in the Korean War. Such Gasas
as <Samsingimyeongaemuga>, <hoepoga>, <Jatanyira> are the recollected
representation to be created after the Korean War. These works recall the
experience suffered during the Korean War, or express personal injury by
the Korean War.
2) Woman’s Writing and man’s Writing : Works written by woman are
<Chuwolgam>, <Setebigam>, <Samsingimyeongaemuga>, <hoepoga>, <Wonhanga>.
The other hand, works written by man are <Gowhyang-dduhnan-hoesimgok>,
<narayi-beeguk>, <Jatanga>, <hoesimsa>, <Jatanyira>. Man writers are not
few, this is contrast to the point that most of the modern Gasa’s writer is
woman.
3) Lyrical statement and Narrative statement : Gasa of the lyrical
statement express only the writer’s lyricism. Gasa of the narrative statement
describe the writer’s lyricism as well as the narrative experience during the
Korean War. Works belonged to the former are <Gowhyang-dduhnan-hoesimgok>,
<narayi-beeguk>, <hoesimsa>, <Jatanyira>. Works belonged to the latter are
<Chuwolgam>, <Setebigam>, <Samsingimyeongaemuga>, <Wonhanga>,
<Jatanga>.
4) The ideology of either South Korea or North Korea : Gasas which
look at the Korean War on the part of the South Korea are
<Gowhyang-dduhnan-hoesimgok>, <Samsingimyeongaemuga>, <Wonhanga>.
In this case, the writers boldly reveal their position. The other side, Gasas
which look at the Korean War on the part of the North Korea are
<Chuwolgam>, <Setebigam>, <hoepoga>. In this case, the writers tend not
to reveal their position. The rest of works don’t reveal the ideological
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position, and just focus the tragedy of the war itself.

3. The world of <Chuwolgam> : Refugee life and Ideological conflict of
one woman
The identified versions of <Chuwolgam> are seven. The title of each
version is different, such as <Chuwolgam>, <Chuwolgara>, <Piranga>,
<Piransa>, <Yukyeeodongranyeoksa>. At Andong, many of these versions
specially are founded, therefore <Chuwolgam> was popular in Yeongnam
region. The writer of this Gasa is a woman. There is one version to write
that the writer is ‘a woman called Mrs. Nam’, but who is this womant
was not concretely identified yet. The writer was born in the Yeongnam
region, and after marriage she lived in Seoul. Her age when this Gasa was
created was late 40s.
<Chuwolgam> describe a woman life on the refugee during 2 years from
1950 to 1952. In the middle of September 1950, the allied forces made an
attack on Seoul by Inchon landing operation. At that time the writer leave
Seoul to refuge with 5 young children. Her husband and the eldest son
went to the military. At the beginning of refuge, she went towards the
north direction to fallow her husband and son. But she changed the
direction towards the South, because she was so hard. Sometimes she was
begging while walking the road. Even at Chuseok her family slept on the
side of the road. Winter came, she met one old man living alone.
Fortunately he let her family live in one room during winter. But shortly
after, she went back on the road. she went towards the house of her
parents. Suddenly she was caught at the checkpoint of the Armed Forces.
She went through the torture by military inspection, and she was put in
jail. Eventually she was released at the time of 1․4 retreat. After releasing
she went to the nearby Gyeryong mountain, and lived in there for one
year. Here and there, she sold tiny things. Finally, she went to the house
of her parents. But she lived in lent house because she felt so sorry for
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her parents. As above, <Chuwolgam> reveals the figure of a woman to
overcome refugee life by strong vitality.
The writer’s husband and son was soldiers of North Korea. In this Gasa,
there are terms such as ‘imperialism, revolution, comrade, proletarian’. It
seems that the writer was influenced by her husband’s, and absorbed the
socialism to some degree. The writer’s refugee life in South Korea was
different to that of the common people, because her husband and son was
soldiers of North Korea. Because of her circumstances, she has interrogated
by the South Korea Armed Forces, and has put in jail. Even though she
severely beaten, she endured unabashedly for her husband and son.
Nevertheless, she did not look at the Korean war only from the perspective
of the North Korea. She said that ‘My husband is our soldier, and my son
is our soldier’. What she wanted to emphasize from this mention is that
the Korean War was the brothers fight killing each other and the tragedy
of our nation’s. Therefore she strongly expressed a sense of resistance to
the war itself. And she has a wide range of historical recognition to look
at the Korean war from the perspective of world history. As above, she
has in her self the ideological conflicts of the South Korea and the North
Korea.
The world of <Chuwolgam> is composed of the lyrical world and the
narrative world. The lyrical world dominates the entire work. The
atmosphere of this work is in the mood of despair and sadness. She
missed her husband and son, expressed the suffering of her refugee life,
and lamented her situation conflicting. The other hand, <Chuwolgam> has
plentifully the narrative world such as those mentioned above. Because of
this narrative world the entire world of work get the realism. And the
realism of this narrative world give the authenticity to the lyrical world.
The poetic form of <Chuwolgam> is Gasa to continue 4 foot rhyme.
Therefore it’s true that the poetic tension of <Chuwolgam> is fundamentally
less. But the world of <Chuwolgam> has the aesthetic characteristic to
obtain the realism and the authenticity.
This Gasa was written in almost current year of the Korean War. At the
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same time this Gasa was written by not a professional writer, but a
general women. Therefore <Chuwolgam> has the significance as a
documentary literature which typically shows the tragedy of the Korean
war. The point that the writer was an anonym, and variant editions were
produced and circulated among women is very traditional features of
Gasa’s existence. <Chuwolgam> shows us that these traditional features of
existence was maintained until recently.
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Back to Nature!

Deepti Priya Mehrotra
(Writer, Social Scientist / India)

Poetry and Civilisation
Modern civilization sets up artificial systems, replacing natural ones, and
takes us further and further away from nature. Industrial civilization uses
nature as a tool, raw material, a means to increase the power of human
beings. This sets up conflict in the world, and also within different parts
of our own being. The rational ‘head’ tries to establish control over other
parts of human nature: the heart, instincts and emotions. The attempt to
control nature will always be deluded, and self-defeating. Nature, that is
the natural environment, is being exploited the earth being dug up to pull
out metals, minerals and oil, the forests depleted to make doors and floors,
chairs and tables for us to use.
The poet, the artist, reminds us of our deep connections with nature,
taking us deep into our own natural self. The world of nature is far more
complex, varied and mysterious, than the scientist can comprehend or
explain. Science is still groping to unravel and explain fundamental
questions how did the world begin? What are the basic building blocks of
matter? How are matter and spirit linked? Is there something indestructible
to each human individual? and so on.
While scientists try to control the natural world, poets and artists simply
enjoy it filled with wonder at its beauty, complexity and intelligence.
Mysterious forces guide and sustain the universe, which are far more
powerful than any egoistic human being. When we align ourselves with
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nature’s powers, rather than tryto control it, we grow immeasurably
stronger. We better recognize our own beauty, abilities and power, come
closer to our own inner riches, and feel gratitude for what we have, for all
the blessings. We are able to achieve a balance, recognising ourselves as
integrally part of the whole natural world, the universe. There are many
intricate connections in this most fantastic world that we live in; through
literature, some of these connections come to light. Literature expresses our
deeper feelings and intuitions, and helps us grow more sensitive to our
own nature, and develop insights into the nature of reality.

Poems
Here are a few poems, touching upon some of our connections with
nature moments in the natural world, and encounters with our own human
nature.

1.
Road through the Forest (Achanakmar)
I enter a valley so green
Sagwan, saal, peepul trees spread out,
Bamboo-groves wild and ancient
Draw me into their magic
I watch, from my moving window
We move swiftly, blow our horn
At an old man and his bearded goats
The goats, so polite and dignified,
Move aside to let us pass.
The wrinkled goatherd stares at us
His face hard, creased in disbelief, and contempt
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We hurtle past, rush past the forest trees
Are deaf to the music of birds and animals,
A woman in a red sari, thin as a reed
Watches her cows graze by the side of the road
She is at peace, In touch with animals and earth
We burst into her world,
with our noise and our smoke
I don’t want to be civilized
I want to vanish deep into the crevices of the forest
I grow quiet, and quieter
As our jeep races on -- towards the city

2.
In This Noisy City
In this noisy city, I meet a friend
Amid the milling crowds, a drop of joy
Calm water drips onto dry, cracked mud
Walking, on a concrete pavement, hard, endless,
I look down and notice, suddenly,
tiny ants -- many tiny ants -- spill out
from between the cracks, endlessly, wordlessly, forever
I ride on a three-wheeler, into the traffic-jammed flyover,
horns blare, vehicles fume, people go numb
I look up and see the sun, red on the horizon, far far away
Walking in the dark night,
I glimpse the silver moon through a filigree of jagged buildings
And feel my heart beat out a rhythm, in sync with the sky.
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3.
Too Late Now!
I want to roll back the clock
Like a giant drum, push it
The other way, push
Until I see sparrows again, chirping and hopping
Little brown bodies holding twigs in their beaks,
Making nests, the promise of life warm on their wings
I want to push back the clock
Until the trees grow tall and plentiful again,
The earth glows green and golden, its scars healed
And the people of the forest return home
Weaving dreams, in the sun and in the shade
I want to roll time back, like a giant drum
I want us to be friends again, you and me.
I want love to win,
I want to walk in the forest with you
Warm with sun, cool with gentle breeze
I don’t know where or when
Things went wrong
I only know
It was a long time ago
And it’s too late now!
4.
I Am a Snake
I slither underground, sinuous and cold-blooded
I swallow people whole and store them in my belly.
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I wind my way, coiling and uncoiling, beneath the city
Through tunnels, far away from light and air
I am an enormous serpent, a genetic mutation
Rippling mile after mile, flashing, and shiny, and fast
I thread my way between jor bagh and jehangirpuri
A giant beast, devouring people whole,
Yet they love me, bring their kids along,
Laugh and play, or doze off, knowing that I hold them
Safe, though captive within the dark womb of earth
I take them along with me, wherever they want to go
Then stop, and wait patiently while they tear out of my body,
Spill out, rush off eagerly, rise into the open air
Energetic, and alive, and busy.
They walk away, leaving me behind, forgotten, discarded
An empty shell, scaly snake-skin
Lying, lifeless, on the tracks
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Aspects of Buddhism Reflected in Poems of Ko Un

Han Wonkyun
(Literary Critic, Prof., Korea National University of Transportation / Korea)

1.
Today, I’d like to tell you a little about the poetry of Ko Un. Although
it is a challenge to briefly introduce the wide world of his poetry, I hope
today’s discussion will lay the groundwork in understanding him and his
works.
After the Korean War (1950-1953), Poet Ko Un (born in 1933) struggled
with what existence means in the ruins and devastation. In that
environment, he witnessed deaths, which left a deep emotional scar on him.
When he was young, he attempted suicide and soon decided to leave
home. After living as a Buddhist monk for about 10 years, he returned to
the secular life. After that, his personal struggles continued. While wasting
his time binge-drinking and wandering around, his poems deeply reflected
so-called ‘morbid romanticism.’ Soon afterwards, he attempted suicide
again, but it failed.
In the aftermath of suicide of a labor worker in 1970, he became truly
awaken to the issues in reality. That’s when his struggle for democracy
began. By establishing various groups, he began to fight against the
dictatorship. As a result, he was imprisoned several times and was even
tortured. He lost his hearing in his left ear, which forced him to rely on
artificial eardrum.
His collection of poems called <Ten Thousand Lives> was drafted when
he was in prison. It is a poetic record regarding so many different people
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he met. The collection was fully published as 30 volumes in 2010. This
enormous collection of poems, where 4,001 people appeared, is an
unprecedented book of poetry in the history of Korean literature. Yet, the
collection holds predominant values, because it dealt with the basic
question, ‘What is human?’
In the 2000s, his poems were based on human, life, human rights, and
freedom. Recently, his poems focused on the basic understanding of human
and issues related to the life of world citizens. He was deeply involved in
diverse issues with Korea’s modern history, and lived his life as an
intellectual, but he is still a poet and he always will be.
Personally, I’m very interested in poet Ko Un. He has written poetry for
50 years and fought against dictatorship. Regarding his poems, I conducted
academic research to present and share the meanings. I hope that my
presentation today will be an important opportunity to inspire interest in
poet Ko Un.

2.
He presented a long poem called ‘Nirvana’ at the end of 1960s. In fact,
it is a very long poem consisting of 15 stanzas and 774 lines. It is
comparable to the novel, ‘Siddhartha’ by Hermann Hesse. The poem, which
described the biography of Buddha, has the following components.
Stanza 1: The wind rises in the monsoon zone forest where 18 Buddhist
monks appear.
Stanza 2: The 18 Buddhist monks depart from Rajagriha to inform the
last moment of Buddha.
Stanza 3: A prostitute missing Buddha is listening to him.
Stanza 4: The Śākya tribe gets wiped out and Buddha opens the Sutra of
the Lotus.
<What is always magnificent is life and death, rather than the
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life alone.>
<Words that put an end to the endless words>
Stanza 5: Buddha tells the King of Magadha about wisdom of life.
Young Ananda follows Buddha and travels throughout war-stricken
countries; Buddha stresses unity with a smile.
Stanza 6: The rain is pouring down. In the rain, people listen to the
voice of Buddha. The rain creates a scenery. The monks are committed to
Buddha again.
<All concepts are objects./ Objects get expanded in one’s
mind.>
Stanza 7: People cross the river to get to the hill.
<It’s the middle of night. Although it’s late at night/ I can’t
fall sleep and something else approaches me./ I hear a voice.>
Stanza 8: <A wind breaking down my body/ I realize it after becoming
a wind>
Stanza 9: In Nalanda Village, Buddha preaches Buddhist teachings.
Browman natives and former prostitutes are all equal. Someone asks me.
“Where do they go after they die?” Buddha answers. They all naturally
ended up in Nirvana.
<A life is naturally followed by death. / I will show you how
it works.>
Stanza 10: Prostitute Amber finds wisdom and spiritual enlightenment
from Buddha’s question. He then leaves again.
<Buddha emptied the fruits of beautiful prostitute and / the
plates of food. / Buddha and the prostitute have become one as
a truth. / Flowers and grass of the garden. / Flower and grass
and / a bird of paradise makes the finale fascinating, despite
the poverty of Buddha and his followers.>
Stanza 11: Buddha stays at his last retreat. But he is already too old.
Ananda who is taking care of ill Buddha is sad.
<Born and lived on the road, / Buddha will die on the road.>
Stanza 12: Buddha asks Ananda to give him some water. Buddha says
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he is close to death.
<Old houses are supposed to collapse, but the ground / will
always remain. / My body is like an old house, and my mind
is like the ground.>
Stanza 13: Seeing the death of his student, Buddha talks about the
emptiness of life.
<People enter the Nirvana as a handful of dirt /It’s like a
stream joining the sea.>
Stanza 14: Subhadra dies after becoming the last student of Buddha.
Then he also enters the Nirvana.
Stanza 15: The death of Buddha means the end of road. However, the
road faces a new road.
<Now a new road from the ground / extends to all the other
countries./ Then a longer road stretches out.>
Even though Ko Un’s long poem Nirvana describes the biography of
Buddha, its implications go beyond Buddhism and contain a symbolic
attempt to open a new world, away from the life’s ordeal. It reflects the
very challenging situations in Korea in the 1960s. Monk Ko Un returns to
the reality of the world. Afterwards, he began his fight for Korea’s
democracy. His buddhistic imagination is the foundation of his poetry.
Now it would be great to talk more about his poem through questions
and discussion.
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The Basics and Essence of the ‘Korean Wave’

Yang Eunchang
(Poet, Prof., Dankook University / Korea)

1. Introduction
Hanryu, or the ‘Korean Wave’ has become an important phenomenon of
popular culture in the twenty-first century Korean society. It is in part a
response to cultural diversity along with the acceleration of globalization,
but retains uniqueness in that it is the globalization of Korean popular
culture in particular.
The premodernic cultural imperialism tended to subordinate a less
developed country economically or culturally, but cultural pluralism focuses
on overcoming the ideology of the western culture and expanding local
cultures, as well as preserving own identity. As commonly acknowledged,
the transition of another culture is often bound not to be unilateral in the
modern culture. Nevertheless, the spread of the Korean Wave, as opposed
to predictions, has passed the stabilizing step and is now settling down,
and is propagating even into Europe. This manuscript attempts to explain
the basis of the Korean Wave and suggest the fundamental factors that can
explain the Korean Wave. The author believes that there is a cultural basis
in the Korean Wave that cannot be explicated by the advance of
technology which enabled media to develop, and that this basis was the
motor engine that generated and propagated the Korean Wave. Furthermore,
it will be meaningful in confirming the foundations that form the Korean
culture.
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2. The Beginning and Development of the Korean Wave
The word ‘Korean Wave’ is known to have been created in February
2000 when the Korean government produced promotional music albums of
the Korean music, in response to the Korean boom in China. It is true
that the Japanese Wave, the cultural influence from the country which had
already achieved economic advance, was also widely effective but
considering the lack of prolonged influence of the Japanese Wave, unlike
the Korean Wave, the Korean Wave’s characteristics are not limited to
economic influence.
The start of the Korean Wave in China was in the early nineties when
the Chinese government started its open-door policy towards foreign
countries in full scale. After songs of Korean singers started to be
introduced with the 1988 Seoul Olympics, the interest started to escalate
after the showing of Korean TV series such as ‘Eyes of Daybreak’ and
‘Jealousy’ and reached its peak plateau thanks to the 1997 TV series
‘What is love’ which achieved the highest ever audience rating. Throughout
the 2000s, despite suppositions that it will be only temporarily popular, the
Korean Wave spread to popular music with H.O.T’s successful concerts. To
Chinese youths who only had access to the culture of Hong Kong, the
Korean Wave allowed them to form a new cultural flow into Korean
fashion, food, films, games, beauty and the language. Interestingly, this
wave of Korean culture did not escape Japan, either starting with ‘Stars
in my Heart’ in 1998, TV seriess such as ‘An Autumn’s Tale’ and ‘Winter
Sonata’ became extremely popular and resulted in the commoditization of
the Korean Wave. Moreover, with the co-hosting of the 2002 World Cup,
the Korean culture of cheering and other aspects of life was introduced
and expanded the reaches of the Korean Wave. Subsequently, later in the
2000s, the Korean Wave in China and in Japan was transmitted across
Asia.
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3. The Essence and Characteristics of the Korean Wave
Regardless of whether the Korean Wave is viewed as a sustainable
cultural phenomenon or merely temporary, all agree that the boom of
Korean culture was not anticipated. However, there are different opinions
on what the basis of such popularity was, and what the factors were that
were most important in forming the Korean Wave. The theories vary from
each other in details but are generally concordant in assuming cultural
similarity as essential. The cultures of Korea, China and other countries
across Asia have all historically been affected by the Chinese culture, and
the sharing of such basis has culminated in similarities in the culture of
today. Moreover, as Korea accepted the Western culture relatively early, it
showed a more advanced senses and cultural climate than China and other
countries of Asia which remained stationary. Therefore, while Asian
countries have rejections towards the Western culture, they find the Korean
culture, which has accepted the Western culture and made it more oriental,
more familiar and acceptable. That is, the preservation of the orient and at
the same time developing new, western aspects has been the generating
motor of the Korean Wave. Therefore, the culture and spirit of the East
has been the root of the Korean Wave.
Overall, the theories on the causes of the Korean Wave can be listed as
follows.
Firstly, cultural imperialism; whereby countries of economic superiority
pass on their cultural products to other countries. This has originated from
the rejection of western capitalism based on Marx’s materialism.
Secondly, cultural globalization; whereby cultures of various parts of the
world escape their small locality with the development of distribution and
communication. They overcome the one-way system of ruling and being ruled
and form cultural pluralism. The fact that a third country has the capital to
produce its own cultural products and thus has economic independence
endorses such theories. However, this argument is limited in that it does not
explain the particular phenomenon of the Korean Wave, from Korea.
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Thirdly, consumer assimilationism; whereby similar cultures are
accommodated more naturally. This argues that Korea and China, both with
political turmoil, are faced with similar cultural circumstances and have
cultural homogeneity. Furthermore, in oriental countries where moral
self-inspection universal, the relatively more open Korean culture acts as a
proxy. Thus, such an argument was formed with focus on cultural
homogeneity. That is, Asian countries such as Japan, China, Taiwan and
Vietnam are culturally similar to Korea and so the Korean Wave is
accommodated more easily. Likewise, it was analyzed that the reason for
the recent popularity for ‘Dae Jang Geum’ in Iran is because the
respecting of elders and tradition of distinction between the sexes fits in
with the Islamic traditions. Furthermore, the reason for the direction of
transfer which is from Korea to China and not the other way round, is
thought of as the prolonged communization and Cultural Revolution which
resulted in the destruction of Confucian traits.
Fourthly, the ‘foundationism’ of Korean popular literature there are not
many countries which so readily accept TV series or popular culture in its
broadcasting systems. There are TV seriess shown from morning to
evening, and even on the golden time of Sundays. Moreover, they are not
as violent or obscene as western TV series but are mostly about the love
between families, friends and lovers. Even in its distribution of the moving
media, Korea boasts the highest occupancy rate of its own movies. In
particular, the popular music programs share all kinds of music with the
public, including Korean traditional music, trots, ballads, rock and Indie
music. Korea thus is a rare country that has an independent supply of
popular culture. Furthermore, as a country strong in IT, the technology for
its distribution is sufficient to enable the development of the popular
culture.
Fifthly, ‘strategic planning-ability’; whereby the young singers who lead
the Korean Wave are usually selected based on their appearances by
professional companies which train them to meet the demands. Already the
influence of such companies is pivotal and acts to control the entire
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market. Here, music with fast and fun rhythms is added to shake the
younger generation.
Sixthly, the application of pure Korean tradition and culture. Surprisingly,
Korean people tend to think that in the Korean Wave, there is a lack of
Korean traditions. However, audience abroad judge the pure love indicating
the oriental family relationships, the respect and fidelity of Korean women
towards men, the image of Korean women who go through their lives
wisely, strong powers and pure passion as the product of Korean traditional
culture. Furthermore, it is speculated that the eastern Confucianism is
behind it. That is, considering TV series as an example, while the scenes
are modern and contemporary, the storyline is closer to the traditional
culture the Confucian traditions. Such traditional elements offer the
familiarity of magnanimity and generosity to the middle-aged and bring out
sympathy. In other words, although the story development is fast and
lively, the content is still Confucian so it comes across as familiar.
Something notable here is the age group with highest popularity for the
Korean culture according to a survey, in China, Japan and Vietnam, the
main consumers of the Korean Wave lie within the twenties and fifties.
While youths in their twenties respond to the fast and lively elements of
modernism, those in their fifties are inclined towards a more traditional and
oriental sentiments. This has resulted in the polarization of spending of the
former on music and the latter on TV series.
Since the fundamental cause of welcoming of the Korean culture across
Asia lies in cultural similarity, the factor which causes such similarity is
not unrelated. ‘Cultural discount’ refers to the lowering of value of cultural
goods imported or exported to or from those with more distant cultures.
The fact that out of France, Russia, Italy, Japan, North Korea, the UK, the
USA, South Korea and Germany, the Chinese feel closest to North and
South Korea proves this. Furthermore, the more you like Korea, Koreans
and the Korean culture, the more likely you will watch Korean TV series.
Such results are also valid in Vietnam, showing not only Confucian values
but also economic similarities Vietnam used Korea as its economic role
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model and cultural discount have contributed to the phenomenon. All in
all, the essence of the Korean Wave can be found in the Confucian
culture; Asian countries which used to be under influence of Confucianism
but have lost it use the Korean Wave as a source of nostalgia. One of the
most prominent examples is ‘Dae Jang Geum’, a TV series with traditional
cultures within. Although the Confucian culture is lost, it is revived in
their spirits and through the Korean Wave.
On the other hand, the passionate side of the Korean Wave, along with
Confucianism, is often analyzed with respect to Korean traditional
shamanism. During Chosun Dynasty, while Confucianism ruled, what
captured the general public still was shamanism. Buddhism during the
Koryo Dynasty shared aspects with the faith of the general public,
depicting the influence of shamanism. However, through the Japanese
invasions and their obstinate persistence in eradicating everything Korean,
the group-ness and passionate aspects of shamanism had to ambush for a
while. Afterwards, with the Korean War and modernization, shamanism
gradually lost its place in the Korean life it came to be disregarded under
the title of superstition and unscientific. Nevertheless, shamanism’s thread
of life was retained through places that read fortunes or acts of building
stone towers at the top of mountains. Later as democracy settled with the
start of 1990s, the public consciousness that became free from ideology or
epochal missions transferred the mass-passion into culture. At the basis of
the explosive outbreak of passion during 2002 World Cup and the
Olympics, such shamanistic popular culture was present.

4. Epilogue
The Korean Wave is the phenomenon of the globalization of Korean
popular culture. Although its commercialistic characteristics are often
criticized, this comes from a lack of understanding of the true nature of
the Korean Wave. As aforementioned, the essence of the Korean Wave is
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not power as cultural imperialism pursues, but rather originates from a
similar culture tracing back to Confucianism. This is the result of seeking
for spiritual origins of various Asian countries which have lost the
Confucian elements and something which had been unrecognized even by
the Koreans.
On the other hand, while the basis is on Confucianism, shamanistic
popular culture has brought out the popularity for the Korean Wave, and
was also disregarded partly after the 90s in mass-phenomenon and
spiritually. Therefore, there seems to be enough reason to treasure the
spiritual basis of the Korean wave and maintain it throughout, valuing it as
the touchstone for popular culture reaching all corners of the globe.
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Of book burnings and fanatical sons
- Interrogating Kureishi’s extremists

Achala Upendran
(Editorial Assistant at HarperCollins India / India)

Hanif Kureishi is widely regarded as one of the most versatile and celebrated
writers in Britain. Born to an immigrant Pakistani father and an English mother,
he shot to fame with his semi-autobiographical novel The Buddha of Suburbia.
Because of his unique biracial background and renown (and despite his
protestations to the contrary) Kureishi is often read as a ‘spokesperson’ and
representative of the British Muslim community, bridging the divide between
what Samuel Huntington identified as separate ‘civilizations’. His vantage has
the effect of making his Muslim characters all the more heavily subject to
critical scrutiny in an increasingly Islamophobic ‘secular West’.
In this paper, I will interrogate Kureishi’s presentation of young
‘fundamentalist’ Islamists in his novel The Black Album (TBA) and short
story ‘My Son the Fanatic’ (‘MStF’). A large number of critics argue that
the Islamic characters in these texts are rendered in a manner that
exacerbates negative Western stereotypes. Contrary to critical opinion, I
believe that it is possible to detect a note of empathy for the extremists,
and some amount of contempt for the ‘liberals’.
Samuel Huntington’s highly influential ‘clash of civilizations’1) theory
looks at human history as the history of ‘civilizations’, broad ‘cultural
entities’ that have been in a process of hostile and friendly interaction and
exchange for centuries. ‘The West’ and ‘Islamic’2) both feature in
1) Huntington, Samuel P. The Clash of Civilizations and the Remaking of the World Order. London:
Penguin Books, 1996.
2) The ‘West’, writes Huntington, ‘is now universally used to refer to what used to be called Western
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Huntington’s list of contemporary civilizations, and both are locked in a
struggle that is rooted in their very structure(s). Huntington illustrates the
seeming inevitability of their clash by stating that the ‘reaffirmation’ of
Islam depends on the ‘repudiation of English and American influence upon
local society, politics and morals.’
Though scholars like Talal Asad3) have argued against this theory by
pointing out that Muslim and Christian ‘empires’ have survived side by side
for centuries, Huntington’s thesis seems to have taken a firm hold on the
Western imagination. Events in the last three decades have done nothing to
dispute this theory either; the declaration of the infamous fatwa against
Salman Rushdie and the bombing of the WTC in New York City are only
two of the more dramatic examples used to illustrate the existence of a
‘clash’. Huntington states that ‘increasing contact between and intermingling’
of Muslims and ‘Westerners’ is responsible for the leases of violence in the
recent past. Such interaction, apparently, ‘exacerbates differences over the
rights of the members of one civilization in a country dominated by
members of the other civilization. Within both Muslim and Christian
societies, tolerance for the other declined sharply in the 1980’s and 1990’s.’
Surely immigration, the movement of people from one nation/region to
another, is one of the kinds of ‘interaction’ that Huntington is referring to?
More specifically, immigration from ‘Islamic’ or non ‘Western’ countries to
the ‘secular’ West, where the entrants find a cultural milieu dramatically
unlike their own. In our post-modern age, the accusation of dramatic
differences may be contested, but the cultural assimilation imposed by state
interpretations of secularity has been news-worthy for some time4).
Christendom’ and is defined by direction rather than language or religion of a particular people.
Huntington attempts to clarify this rather vague term by labelling contemporary ‘Western’
civilization ‘Euroamerican’ or ‘North Atlantic civilization’. ‘Islamic’ civilization on the other hand
encompasses many distinct cultures including Arab, Turkish, Persian and Malay. This block is
characterized by the influence and continuing presence of the Islamic religion.
3) Asad, Talal; ‘Reflections on Blasphemy and Secular Criticism’; Religion: Beyond a Concept (ed. Hent
de Vries). New York: Fordham University Press, 2008.
4) The issue of the hijab or veil in France is old news by now, and even Britain has had to review its
laws regarding Government service uniforms in order to accommodate the religious beliefs of its
citizens. Sikhs were only allowed to wear their turbans when on Government duty after a period of
agitation and protest.
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Since Kureishi’s location and that of his characters is England, I will
focus on the relation between British ‘multiculturalism’ and the integration of
its Muslim immigrants. Sociologist Tariq Modood writes of the rise of
‘religious minority’ assertiveness in the U.K., a movement which resulted in
the inclusion of a category for religion in the 2001 Census. The success of
this movement, Modood argues, is largely due to the successes of others that
had gone before- struggles for political recognition in terms of race, gender
and sexual preference. The public recognition of the politicization of
sexuality destroyed the traditional liberal notion of the public-private divide5)
and paved the way for the beginning of a new politics of ‘cultural
recognition’. ‘Secular multiculturalists routinely argue’, he writes, ‘that the
sex lives of individuals- traditionally, a core area of liberal privacy- is a
legitimate feature of political identities and British public discourse... while
on the other hand religion- a key source of communal identity in traditional
non liberal societies- is regarded as... perhaps a uniquely private matter.’
The move towards an ‘ideal of equality based not just on allowing
excluded groups to assimilate and live by the norms of dominant groups
but on the view that a positive self definition of group differences is in
fact more liberating’ is a relatively recent one. The characters in TBA
certainly do not seem to think that the state recognizes and supports their
differences from the white, largely secular community.
TBA is Kureishi’s response to the fatwa declared upon Rushdie’s The
Satanic Verses. It depicts the choices made by Shahid, a young Muslim
college student in London. Lonely and lost in his new surroundings (he
comes from the ‘provinces’ of England) Shahid is offered the chance to
‘belong’ somewhere- to become one of a band of ‘brothers’ who work to
protect and ‘uplift’ their ‘people’. This group is led by Riaz, a quiet young
man who has a surprising ability to convince and persuade others to follow
his ideals. On the other hand, Shahid gets involved in an affair with his
5) Asad argues that the liberal secular state is premised upon the divide between public and private,
where religion and sexuality fall within the ‘private’ domain that the state does not have the power
to regulate. He points out the loopholes in this argument, by drawing attention to indecency laws
and child welfare services, which only function because of the state’s power to enter into and make
judgments upon activities that it defines as ‘private’.
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radical ‘ex-hippie’ professor, a white woman named Deedee Osgood. The
attempt to balance the almost polar opposites personified by Riaz and
Deedee does not go very well, and Shahid finally quits the group to speed
off into the horizon with his lover.
The event which ‘terminates[s] the alliance’ is the burning of an
unnamed book6). Shahid’s eyes open to the ‘danger’ and ‘narrow
mindedness’ that Deedee has been warning him against all along. The
validity of Deedee’s accusations is underlined by the fanatics ‘pursuit of
Shahid and the violence they inflict upon him in return for his ‘betrayal’.
Ruvani Ranasinha believes that ‘Shahid’s rejection of the Islamists is
presented as a triumph of rationality and common sense over fanatic
anti-intellectualism.7)’ The exit of the ‘fanatics’ is less than heroic. Riaz,
for all his rhetoric and calm front, is presented as a coward when faced
with the threat of retaliatory violence from Shahid’s brother, Chili:
Riaz had a terrible cringe on his face; his eyes flickered as if everything had
inexplicably gone dark and pain had already begun.

Once his followers have been chased away, he is ‘pitched’
unceremoniously out of the house and his briefcase ‘flung’ after him.
‘In this novel’, ‘Ranasinha writes’, the ‘debate’ is so weighted against the
Islamists, that Shahid’s liberal individualism and decision to leave the
‘paranoid’ Islamic group is unequivocally presented as enlightened self
interest... The posse’s political activism soon ‘inevitably’ descends into
extremism- book burning, the fire-bombing of shops, and assault and so
endorses dominant stereotypes of violent Islamic opposition. Ranasinha
argues that the nobler efforts of the group- for instance, their attempts to
protect a family from racist attacks in a rundown housing quarter- are
6) Kureishi never mentions Rushdie or The Satanic Verses by name, instead referring to ‘the author of
Midnight’s Children’ and his ‘latest work’ which has ‘gone too far’ and upset the pious little group
around Riaz.
7) Ranasinha, Ruvani; South Asian Writers in Twentieth Century Britain: Culture in Translation.
Oxford: Calendon Press, 2007.
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swallowed and ignored in the light of the violent acts they commit.
In an interview with Kenan Malik8), Kureishi defined fundamentalism as
‘dictatorship of the mind... it implies the failure of our most significant
attribute: our imagination.’ Shahid’s attempts to dissuade the ‘brothers’ from
burning ‘the book’ are based on his claims that it is a ‘view of the world’,
that ‘someone has created’ it. His ability to recognize it as a product of
the imagination (and therefore as something to be valued and protected) is
what links him to Deedee.
However, Kureishi does not allow us to view Deedee’s actions as completely
admirable. Instead of trying to reason with the book-burners, she shouts at
them and then calls in the police. The fundamentalists see this as a
hypocritical act from a woman who preaches freedom of expression.
‘She believes in equality, all right, but only if we forget that we are different’,
said Tahira. ‘If we assert our individuality, we are inferior because we believe
foolishness.’9)

The argument rests on those three words- ‘we are different’. For all her
‘liberalism’ Deedee cannot reconcile herself to the idea that Riaz and his
group do not accept the same principles of ‘freedom’ that she takes for
granted. Asad critiques the Western liberal notion of ‘free speech’ in his
essay ‘On Blasphemy and Secular Criticism’. There is, he argues, no such
thing as free speech ‘in the abstract’. Speech is contextual, regulated by
social mores and legal bindings- the existence of a concept like copyright
only highlights the state’s right to persecute someone for using words not
his ‘own’10). Tahira and her friends see their act as an expression of their
right to free speech, and Deedee’s as an attempt to censor it. On the other
8) The extract from this interview was obtained online from:
http://www.kenanmalik.com/essays/prospect_kureishi.html. Date of access: 23 March, 2011.
9) Ibid, pg 229-230.
10) Asad elaborates upon this thesis with the assertion that ‘free speech’ in the West is only ‘free’ so
long as it is contiguous with and not obtrusive upon the ‘idea of the human’ that is circulated in
society. In his characteristically provoking manner, Asad argues that laws regarding child
pornography and indecency are a constraint upon ‘free speech’, but are excused by the liberals
because they guard against the desecration of the body that is
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hand, Deedee reads their destruction of a ‘viewpoint’ as a slap in the face
of liberalism and all she stands for. ‘You could see the racism coming
out,’ Kureishi once remarked, ‘to claim that there was a tradition in this
country of unsullied free speech which these Muslims fucked up is a
simplistic idea.’ It is not the discontent itself that he has a problem with,
but the method chosen by the ‘fanatics’ to express it, as well as the
attitude of the ‘liberal’ secular establishment towards their claims.
The means Deedee uses to stop the students’ ‘protest’ seems hypocritical
given her hippie flamboyance and ravings against the ‘state’. In her desire to
defend her ideas she turns to the very institution she sees herself fighting
against.
Attention should also be paid to Shahid, whose dilemma can be said to
be representative of the conflicts faced by an entire generation of Muslim
immigrants in Britain. When he was doing his research for TBA, Kureishi
visited mosques and spoke to self declared ‘fundamentalists’. What he
found was surprising. ‘The kids’ that he met engaged his ‘sympathy’: ‘they
seemed lost, and fundamentalism gave them a sense of place, of belonging.
So many were unemployed, and had friends involved in drugs; religion
kept them out of trouble.’
A passionate devotion to their ‘people’ and religion gives characters like
Chad a sense of identity in a civilization’ where they are abused on the
basis of race and class. The clinging to their Muslim identity is a source
of pride and a solace, a weapon against the degrading anonymity foisted
upon them by the white secular society. ‘No more Paki.’ Chad says, ‘Me a
Muslim. We don’t apologize for ourselves neither.’11)
‘The appeal [of fundamentalism] is both political and emotional. The way
in which the world is becoming ever more fragmented- drugs, the break-up
of the family, all the so called freedoms of the West- has done [the young
Muslim immigrants’] heads in. They can’t put the two things together.
You’re living in a Muslim family in Burnley, and you’re living in a world
of Big Brother at the same time. Islam is a safe place for them’
11) Ibid, pg 128.
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(Kureishi). It is this safety and the strength of identity that it implies that
is so seductive to Shahid. ‘These days’, he thinks, ‘everyone was insisting
on their identity, coming out as a man, woman, gay, black, Jewbrandishing whichever features they could claim, as if without a tag they
wouldn’t be human.’ Having been taught nothing about his religion, he
feels lost at the mosque, cut off from the faith that his comrades so
readily and easily embrace. He wills himself to ‘patience’, telling himself
that ‘faith, like love or creativity, could not be willed. This was an
adventure in knowing. He had to follow the prescriptions and be patient.
Understanding would surely follow; he would be blessed.’
Kureishi leaves the final destination of his hero unclear. We are not sure
what Shahid will do, whether he will ever find the ‘family’ that
understands him and gives him the sense of home that he yearns for.
While some critics find it possible to make black and white decisions, I do
not subscribe to their view. Whether hedonists or religious extremists,
characters with hard headed convictions are not attractive in Kureishi’s
universe. He prevents us from forming concrete judgements, leaves us
vacillating like Shahid, searching for a moral purchase in a universe
suddenly devoid of certainties.
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The Representation and Consciousness of Others of India
Shown in Travel Writings of Korea

Seo Yeonju
(Literary Critic, Prof., Pyeongtaek University / Korea)

1. Rediscovery of India, bothfamiliar and foreign
If the research into individuals and the society is an element of literature
studies, the range of such must be expanded to include essays, letters and
travel writings as well as genres such as poems and novels. This is
because the prospect about time and society and about humans and the
world is sometimes shown regardless of genres that are developed
according to personal experiences. Furthermore, nowadays travel writings
are being spotlighted with the appearance of words such as ‘imagery
geography’, ‘geographical imagination’, ‘locality’ as research topics and
while postmodern local culture studies are being researched into.
Since the 1990s when travelling abroad became not uncommon, guide
books and travel writings about the writers’ own perspective of the foreign
lands have made bestsellers in Korea. Of these, India appeared as a new
issue in the nineties. The new prospects on India, set off by novelist Kang
Seok-kyeong’s ‘Travelling in India’ in 1990, reached its peak with Ryu
Si-hwa’s ‘A Journey into the Sky Lake’ in 1997. Ryu’s book is a
steady-seller of introduction to India even now. Furthermore, ‘Society of
Artists on India’, formed in 2010, has overcome the stage of a mere club,
and with regular seminars, has developed into a multicultural research
society. India, represented by spiritualism and as the root of pilgrims, yoga
and Buddhism, has come to be a kind of trend for manias in Korea.
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However, India in world news seems to be changing gradually: the Indian
market, which sought for economic independence since the early 1990s, has
been developing fast with knowledge-based industry as its core as foreign
investments started pouring in. In 2003, Goldman Sachs predicted that India
will be the fastest growing country in the coming thirty to fifty years; and
actually, the new consumerism and cityscape created by the near-one-million
middle-class population of India is now familiar in most cities around the
world. India, once known as the country of wealth and wise men, and
currently disregarded as a poor and dirty third-world country, has started to
be reinstated as a dynamic society with future.
This article attempts to look into how India is represented and discussed
in the Korean society, with focus on Korean travel writings on Indian
experiences. It will be based mainly on novelist Kang Seok-kyeong’s
‘Travelling in India’ (1990), poet Ryu Si-hwa’s ‘A Journey into the Sky
Lake’ (1997), ‘India, the Beautiful Lie’ by the Society of Artists on India,
‘Country of gods, Land of Humans’ (2009) by Go Jin-ha, poet and
minister, and ‘No Curry in India’ by Lee Ok-soon who is a historian with
a bachelor’s and a master’s degree from Delhi University in India.1)Through
these the author wishes to research the viewpoint on India in Korea,
objectify India where a different episteme to Korea exists and by doing so
confirm Korea’s own identity,

2. Nirvana or adaptation how we think about India
A journey is an event whereby one can meet a different self in an
1) Works were selected on base of those published from 1990 onwards, and those which continue to
be read, with multiple editions. This was done under the supposition that if the books are being
read continuously, they must take part in how India is taken in the Korean society. However, it
must also be noted that the authors have mostly noted the lack of difference in further editions in
their prologues. (1 continued)The literature used for this manuscript was as follows. The author
wishes only to refer to the name of the author and the page cited hereafter. Kang Seok-kyeong,
Travelling in India, Mineum-sa, 2007; Ryu Si-hwa, A Journey Into the Sky Lake, Yeolimwon,
2011; Lee Ok-soon, No Curry in India, Chaeksesang, 2007; Society of Artists on India, India, a
Beautiful Lie, Apple Books, 2008; Go Jin-ha, Country of Gods, Land of Humans, Bichae, 2009.
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unfamiliar space. The self, experienced with the ‘outside’, then gains a new
viewpoint and prospect on seeing the ‘inside’. The schema that Korean
tourists have of India prior to travelling can be divided into two a poor
developing country or a land of pilgrims. Such contrasting images can also
be found in Kang’s ‘Travelling in India’, a book on a four-month journey
through Delhi, Mumbai, Goa and Madurai.
When travelling, one can distinguish very clearly whether a person is from a
developing or developed country. In developed countries, people come first;
not so much in developing countries. Being advanced means your
consciousness has evolved and being developed means many evolved people
live there. The reason why India is a developing country is not because of
poverty, but because the majority of its citizens are ignorant and the value of
the human being is poor. Suppose that, by chance, I could also seem to be
from a developing country to somebody else.2)
It is often said that life has two sides to it, but nowhere else than in India
can you see it more clearly. There are plenty of saints, but just as many
instinctive Indians hungry for money and sex. When they open their mouths,
it’s either philosophy or fraud India, it is heaven here and hell over there.3)

India imagined in Korea is often dangerous, poor or odd. Ryu Si-hwa,
who has travelled in India ten times over the course of ten years, explains
in his book that the phrase you hear most when travelling in India is ‘no
problem’.
Ryu was crossing the Ganges on a boat when a merchant obstinately
forced him to buy a ten-rupee necklace. Afterwards, another boat merchant
came by and, not wanting to be disturbed again, he showed him the
necklace and said:
I’m sorry, but I’ve just bought this necklace. You are five minutes too late.
So the merchant said, No problem! Don’t pity me, I was meant to come here
2) Kang, p.166
3) Kang, p.194
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five minutes late. Don’t worry. And he went away. Not only his words, but
his facial expression was also not of somebody disappointed that he could not
have been there five minutes earlier. It was truly ‘no problem’.
What you can hear most in India is this ‘no problem’. Whenever, wherever,
in whatever circumstances, they would say ‘no problem’. They wonder why
you pain yourself by becoming so anxious and nervous when everything was
set to be since thousands of years ago.4)

Ryu’s ‘A Journey in the Sky Lake’ consists of several episodes in
letter-novel formats with individual sub-titles. Each story shows how the
author’s sense of superiority of being from a capitalist, cultured country
was broken down and culminates celebrating India in words of ‘spiritual
depth’ and ‘beauty of naturalism’. His way of narration that ends in a
dramatic solution of dissensions allows for joy of reading. However, as it
is repeated throughout the book, it inevitably renders its readers wondering
whether the author did not exaggerate. However, the wit shown through the
competent manipulation of words and story proves very attractive indeed.
‘India, a Beautiful Lie’5), published by the Society of Artists on India,
has contributions from artists of various occupations including poets,
novelists, critics, music critics, architects and producers of plays. There are
works which are aphoristic,to those travel writings, all leading eventually to
the main theme of the book which is ‘flow, flow, and flow, peace will’6),
as written by poet Ham Seong-ho in the introduction. The book ends with
an epilogue that ‘of the beautiful India’, ‘not an admiration by a stranger,
but their mode of life engraved within them
no, me
was thus
transcribed.’7)
The praise of the Hindi spirit that in order to transmigrate and live a
new life, one must overcome the karma of the present by continuously
training oneself, is shared in the book ‘Country of gods, Land of Humans’
4) Ryu, p.233
5) The authorship of this book is as follows: Ham Seong-ho, Kim Kyeong-ju, Cha Chang-ryong, Song
Ki-won, Moon In-su, Kim Jin-mook, Bu Hee-ryeong, Jeong Mu-jin, Kim Eun-kwang, Kim
Jong-hoon, Go Jin-ha
6) Society of Artists on India, p.5
7) Society of Artists on India, p.286
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by the poet Go Jin-ha who was captivated by ‘Upanisad’ and visited India
five times in search for his inner soul.
Having escaped into the West from my daily lives in the East, the land I
have lived on and myself become clearer to me. I have also realized how
damaged Koreans including myself have their human nature, through my
journey in India. Koreans cannot make each other happy. We are always
scratching each other. I am not sure whether I should look for the cause in
the military regime or go back to the Chosun Dynasty but it does depress
me that that is appearance of my country.8)
Buddha, a wise man who taught that every phenomenon is uncertain and
showed the way to eternal transcendentalism, and an emancipator free from
all life’s burdens; he said to his disciples before entering Nirvana that they
must ‘escape the flames of life and death.’ I, who am young, find the
harmony of life and death too far away like a distant mountain, but the
Korean land I live in seems nevertheless consumed by the fire of obsession.
In order to become an evolved human being, one must escape from this fire.9)
How much have we thus lived, gasping for breath? Hitchhiking on the
capitalist civilization that urges desires, we have taken for granted that we
should live spurting and cantering like horses in a race. We cannot bear one
second of sitting down quietly and doing nothing. We find Zhuangzi’s
teachings to sit serenely and forget oneself anarchist and retrogressive, and
even when we find a moment to sit down and close our eyes, our lives are
still full of speed. What, then, has been the result of such breathtaking races?10)

The pieces above have all been extracted from different books but all
offer the same line of conclusion. Kang Seok-kyeong confesses towards the
end of his book that although [he] went on a journey to change [himself]
like a thirty pilgrim, [he] was faced only with the harsh truth that
everything must be found within oneself. Ryu Si-hwa introduces his book
8) Kang, p.167
9) Kang, p.42
10) Go, p.78
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as an overwhelming wave of life’s warmth, encountered in caves of the
Himalayas and vast plains by a solitary traveler with a long hair... These
concur with writings of other authors, discussed above.
This way of placing India in Korea’s discrepancies and polarizing it into
the good and the evil, as assumed by each author, leaves us to wonder
how close it can get to the real India such sentimental approach from
romantic travelers can mystify everything into Hindi wisdom. Is it really
virtuous to rashly conclude that Indians, living in the ‘land of gods and
myths’, are wise men who live in an ever-continuing cycle of life and who
solemnly face the sufferings of life?
India has the caste system which consists of Brahmans, Kshatriyas,
Vaishyas, Shudras geographically and linguistically restrained and some
people who were excluded altogether and ostracized as untouchables. Since
all Indians are born into one of these categories for life, there are clear
limitations on the possibility of escaping these boundaries even with
extreme efforts. In India, where the social obligation is to accept such
hierarchical repressions as own fate and live accordingly, the spirit of ‘no
problem’ might well be the most pragmatic attitude towards life. However,
it might be wrong to consider this point of view as the whole of India
when it is only a part. Therefore, it is necessary to observe India more
objectively and cool-headedly.
The historian Lee Ok-soon who has studied the Indian history for more
than ten years regards India with a sharper eye. In the prologue to her
book, she writes that through [her] book, [she] wanted to find the real
place for India which has been settled as a poor country, and that the
mystic India imagined by those allured by the Indian spiritualism is only a
small portion of India’s many faces; just as there is no such yellow curry
in India as we are used to but a different curry used to the Indians.
The former British Prime Minister Winston Churchill, who did not wish to
allow India’s independence, left a saying that India is abstract. Are we not
also considering India as something abstract, rather than a country which his
existent and concrete? All the while seeing the dirty rivers and extreme
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poverty, we still believe that there must be some sublime meaning behind it
all. In our imaginations, India is the ultimate alternative to the corrupt,
materialistic world.
The foreigner writes his model answer that Indians are happy people who are
content with what they have and live simply, arguing that happiness is
unrelated to the quantity of goods. And these kinds of people are those who
crave most for richness, believing poverty to be a sin.
The British Empire longed to keep India, the colony, bound to the past, so
that the present could be theirs. Some Indians, too, inebriated with the
spiritualism rooted on the past and offered by the rulers, criticized the
western world and boasted the Indian spiritualism. As a result, we have
internalized their perspective and consider India as ‘the land of spirits’.
Must India be the past where we who are developed can return to from time
to time, and a mother-like home? Such thoughts ignore the basic human
sentiments and are very imperialistic. The picturesque countryside of India is
not a happy and beautiful land where people ‘live with the sky floating in
their gardens’, but where life is difficult and weary. It is where all kinds of
pains of society including illiteracy, child marriage, dowries, slave labor, male
child preference, unhygienic life, unfair usage and exploit of human labor and
repression of women, are still vividly present.
The poor want the same thing as the rich; they are merely left with less or
no choice. The fact that Indians pursue spiritualism and religion may likewise
be a proof that their life is hard, because they wish their hardships of the
present to be comforted in any form possible. What can they do but resign
and take a philosophic view of such life?11)

Lee writes in the new edition in 2007 that in actuality, the Indian
society prefers conservation of the present, so much that the word
‘evolution’ fits better than ‘revolution’ and mentions the ‘gradual change’
of India since the economic liberalization. What is certain is that at the
core of such changes, there was the India with many desires and
ambitions. It is our turn, then, to rethink whether what we want from India
isn’t really the sense of superiority coming from externalizing unwanted
11) Lee, pp.314-315
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images of ourselves, or Occidentalism. Furthermore, it seems necessary that
we reflect on how objective we can be from such desires when facing
India.

3. What we must see in India
Korea is in verge of leaving homogenous populations for a multicultural
society, and what we must learn from India is the ‘virtue of coexistence’.
India, a country of gods where multiple religions of Hindu, Islam, Sikhism,
Jainism, Christianity, Buddhism exist in harmony, where eighteen main
languages including Hindi and English and 844 dialects are spoken amongst
seven ethnic groups of Turkish Islam, Indian Aryans, Skeet Dravida,
AryoDravida and Mongoloid Dravida in order to create a new future for
Korea, how such diversity is merged to make India’s identity must be
carefully researched.
Historically, groups which have reached in India as colonists or as mixed
race groups have all settled as members of the Indian society. Buddhism
and Jainism, both arisen against the monopoly of the Brahmans and in
refusal of the caste system, have eventually been incorporated as a part of
the caste system (Buddhism and Jainism belong mainly to the Vaishyas).
Such amazing ability of integration and flexibility is a property of the caste
system and of the Indian culture.
India, despite its many troubles since its departure from the federal
republic in 1950, is currently the largest chapter of democracy with the
general election carried out by the most number of eligible voters. It has
not been subjected to the military coup d’tat so common in developing
countries. Thus India has been created out of prioritizing compromise and
coexistence to division and destruction. India, perhaps, is a country where a
single culture is fundamentally refused.
Now we must look out for India’s changes with eyes wide open, and
hope to meet another India soon.
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A Study of Indian and Buddhist Remains
by Hye Cho’s Viewpoint

Lee Seungha
(Poet, Prof., Chung-ang University / Korea)

Hye Cho is the Buddhist monk, who was born in year 704 in Korea (by
that time the name of the country was Silla) and passed into Nirvana in
Tang in year 780. He became a monk while he lived in the capital of
Silla, Gyeongju. By that time, going to Tang, which known as a strong
religious influence country, for study Buddhism was very popular among
the monks in Silla so Hye Cho went there when he was 15, in year 719.
While he was there he studied under an Indian master Kumkangji. The
master recommended Hye Cho going to India, the native place of
Buddhism, to look for Buddha’s achievements.
Hye Cho went to India respecting his master’s persuasion when he was
19, in year 723. Leaving Guangzhou by a ship passing by Sumatra and
Silon(current geographical name is Sri Lanka) and finally he arrived in the
east side of India in year 725. He continually passed by the north side of
India, Mahabodhi, Kusinagara, Varanasi, and arrived at Nasik on his foot.
He went over the Indus River and embarked on a pilgrimage among many
countries in the Central Asia, continually passed by Decane Highlands and
Silk Road, Parmirs Highlands, and arrived at Kucha of Xinjiang Uygur
Autonomous Region. In year 727 he came back to China and met his
master again studied Esoteric Buddhism, and translated Buddhist bibles
from Indian to Chinese. Even after the death of the master, he continually
has been done that study until he passed into Nirvana in one of the
temple in Wutai Mt. in year 780.
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Hye Cho has visited 40 countries in 4-years, the total length of the
walking distance was about 12,000km. While he was traveling, he was
very carefully recorded each country’s political situation, standard of living,
urban outward, food, fashion, usage, product, weather, and indicated on the
book that named Pilgrimage to the Five Regions of India.
The records were found from Mogao Caves Dunhuang in China. When
Vietnam was a colony of France, a young, thirty something years old,
Professor P. Pelliot went to Dunhuang after he knew by hearsay about the
records and bought 24 boxes of the books and 5 boxes of paintings in a
giveaway price and sent back to France. In those boxes, there was a scroll,
torn to rags, with writing of 5893 Chinese characters with 227 queues.
That is Pilgrimage to the Five Regions of India.
Pilgrimage to the five Regions of India is only documentary-literature in
th
the world writing about India and the Central Asia in 8 century. If he
never left such records, the monk’s name Hye Cho was not able to have
remembered by future generations.
Around 8th century in India, religious influence of Buddhism was getting
weakened while Hinduism was prevailed stronger. Hinduism has developed
by adopting Brahmanism, which has been transmitted from the ancient
times of India, with a complexity of popular belief. On the contrary,
buddhism was prevailed strong in China after passed by The Central Asia.
There are 5 poems indicated on Pilgrimage to the five Regions of India
and 2 of them are related with India or Buddhism which I would like to
discuss about.
The poem was written in Chinese “得達摩揭陁國 摩訝菩提寺 稱其本領
非常歡喜 略題 述其愚志” and that means “because I was very happy in
Mahabodhi temple in Magadha, I drew my heart plain, undisguised image”.
The original poem is indicated as follow;
不廬菩提遠
只愁懸路險
八塔難誠見
何其人願滿

焉將鹿苑遙
非意業風飄
參著經劫燒
目睹在今朝
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Translated as follow;
Never say Mrgadava Samath is far if you know how far the practice of
Buddhist austerities is.
Only worry about the rough road not that I care strong wind.
Eight-pieces of pagoda seen barely with my true heart while the Buddhist
scriptures weren’t even existed due to the fire a long time ago.
It’s an undeniable that my dream came true, I realized after I witnessed.
Hye Cho went to Buddha Gaya where the Buddha’s birthplace Lumbini
is located and he entered into attainment of Nirvana under the Bo tree. In
commemoration of that Mahabodhi temple was built 6-mile fall apart from
Buddha Gaya, in that temple there was a tall pagoda. When Hye Cho
arrived at the front of the pagoda, he was deeply touched that his dream
came true and recalling with renewed emotion put into the writing.
Magadha is one of 16 ancient India’s large country and its territory is
the north Patna(current geographical name) and the whole place of Gaya in
Bihar state. Magadha known to China as ‘a nickname of India’ and
regarded its important country. When Hye Cho has arrived at Mahabodhi
in Magadha, he wrote the poem with a writing brush at the court yard.
The biggest purpose of this trip was making a pilgrimage while tracing the
path of Buddha.
Hye Cho went to Kusinagara,
where Buddha went into Nirvana,
and indicated Cremate spot and
Nirvana temple on his travel book.
He also stopped by Varanasi where
the first preach a sermon ever for
the five Buddhist nuns in
Mrgadava, Samath. And he did go
to see the temple of a Bamboo
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Grove, the first temple in the Buddhism history and went to Gradhrakuta,
where Buddha has preached a sermon of the Sutra of the Lotus. He
continually traveled most of the places Buddha has left his footprints.
There was a phrase that Hye Cho has seen the eight-pieces of pagoda in
the poem. The meaning of eight-pieces of pagoda is the eight ‘places’
those are deeply related with Buddha’s life. That is, his birth place, the
buddhahood place, the first place of preaching a sermon, the entering
Nirvana place. So the eight-pieces of pagoda are not referring to only the
tower itself. The rest of the eight-pieces of pagoda are in Kapilavastu,
Vaisali, Devavatara, Sravasti.
Hye Cho knew by hearsay that Buddhist scriptures had been kept at
Mahabodhi, however, what he had seen of there was destroyed the
scriptures by fire so he decided to follow the places Buddha have left his
footprints. Even the journey was very hard when he found out that
Mrgadava Sarnath, the first place of preaching a sermon was nearby and
he still had a desire to complete the journey, he wrote poems to endure
religious austerities.
Hye Cho took a month to walk to reach
Rajputana from the west side of Takshar.
On his travel book, he wrote a poem about
this country as well. The title of the poem
is “Mourning for the Chinese monk who
died at Nagelatana Temple”

故里燈無主
神靈去何處
憶想哀情切
孰知鄕國路

他方寶樹摧
玉貌已成灰
悲君願不隨
空見白雲歸
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Translated as follow;
So far away from home a precious tree has broken while a lamplight
was blinking without an owner in the hometown.
The figure that was like a jade all became ash the mystic soul had gone.
Regretting deep in my sorrow I wish I could follow your wish.
Staring a cloud that is going to the hometown no one will know my
sadness.
The poem was written to mourning for the Chinese monk who died at
one of the temples in India, Nagelatana Temple. When Hye Cho has
arrived at the temple, cremation ceremony of the monk was holding. On
the book of Pilgrimage to the Five Regions of India, the great Buddhist
monk said such thing.
“The monk went into Nirvana all of sudden. He came from the Middle
India and on the way going back home after mastered holy Tripitaka.”
Even Hye Cho was entering the priesthood, his feeling wasn’t different
from ordinary young men in their early 20s. He couldn’t stop mourning
for the mendicant priest who died far away from his home and burned to
ashes. Watching the cremation ceremony, Hye Cho was filled with deep
sadness, and what made him sadder was he couldn’t comply with the
mendicant priest’s dream(although no indication of the dream mentioned).
Suddenly he looked up the sky there was a cloud passing by
unconsciously. As if the cloud was heading to his homeland, faraway Silla.
After all Hye Cho was a sensitive person in his early 20s. The image of
the cloud heading to his homeland which is the last part of the poem was
a good example of showing that he was a lyric poet rather than a monk.
For young Hye Cho, India was so unfamiliar compare to Tang. And also
it is a big mystery that he still communicated while he traveling the
Central Asia when he could use of language of Silla, and 3-years practice
of Chinese(Tang), and Chinese characters only. The conditions of the roads
could very differ from current situation as well. How he could supply the
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clothes and shoes was a mystery too knowing that wooden shoes and
leather shoes were probably last long only few weeks. He probably would
look for places for sleep every night and for his three-time meal resolved
by mendicancy. Due to the changing water he may have suffered by colic
too. There must have had an area hit by an epidemic. Hye Cho never
neglected recording a travel book even under nasty weather such as hard
snow winter in mountain districts or sandy winds from the deserts. He
continually would walk under the rain for more than 10days during the
wet season as well as during the dry season he passed by the dried-up
wells in highlands area. Craving one sip of water while bitten by all kind
of insects like mosquitoes and bugs, the mendicant priest’s dirty clothes
were all sock in sweat. Hye Cho, however, continually recorded about 35
countries of The Central Asia and 5 regions of India on the travel book.
If there was only recording of the travel on Pilgrimage to the Five
Regions of India, the value of the book would be limited to the
philological only. Yet he left 5 pomes on the book. Other than those 2
pieces of poems introduced, 3 pieces of poems also showed well his
sensitiveness as a poet. Even though Hye Cho is a monk people won’t
doubt that he was a lyric poet. Pilgrimage to the Five Regions of India
written by Hye Cho is one of good examples shows that the relationship
between Korea and India has started from 8th century.
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Literature and Civilization

Durga Prasad Shrestha
(Novelist, Publisher / Nepal)

When we talk of Literature first thing comes in our mind is the word
letter which is derived from Latin word litterae. That means man first
learnt about letters and when he became capable of writing and reading
letters, he became literate eventually he became able to think and conceive
literature.
Let us go back to the stone age when man used to dwell in caves. They
hunted animals, and ate raw meat. We have heard about cave drawing, the
primitive men used to draw animals’s outline and people hunting them with
spear like weapon. The primitive spear was made of stone. The man
expressed his vision of hunting by scratching figures on the stone wall
with a sharp stone. Perhaps this was the first step towards inventing letters.
Later on, when men entered Iron age, he used iron weapons and he also
invented the use of fire. It was an astonishing invention. Now men did not
have to fear about wild animals at night, as the fire protected them. Fire
was also used to cook food.
As the time passed on, men learnt about agriculture, albeit by chance.
They learnt about nature, about rain, cloud and Sun etc. They found that
nature is a very important factor for their life.
It was start of Vedic age when Vedas were conceived by Sages. They
lived in caves leading a solitude lives doing penance. They preached to
worship Nature gods-Indra (god of rain), Sun (god of light); Vayu (god of
air), Agni (the fire god) and Mother Dharati (earth). Because many things
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depended on these gods so they taught the people to pray and worship
them.
It was the beginning of religious literature, in some 1500 BCE.
This was also the beginning of Sanskrit literature in India.
German scholar Maxmuller was the first European scholar to study
Vedas. There are four Vedas-Riga Veda, Atharva Veda, yajurveda said
Samveda.
Since they preached how to live together for welfare of others, the aim
of the literature became “meJe&peve efnleeUe, meJe&peve megKeeUe”
(For the welfare of all, for the happiness of all). Literature actually means
a medium for the welfare of society. It was also defined as Mirror of
Society.
The Vedas, were written by Aryans, who used to live in Hindukush
mountains, lastly they shifted to Indian peninsula on the banks of Sindhu
River. It was the site of Harrappa & Mohendazaro civilization.
“Epic of gilgamesh” is one of the earliest known literary work. The
Babylonians epic arises from stories in the Sumerian language. The epic
deals with themes of heroism, friendship and the quest for eternal life. The
epic of Homer dates from early to middle Iron Age.
As the man began to live from early primitive life to urban life,
academies provided a means of transmission for speculative and
philosophical literature in early civilization, resulting in prevalence of
literature in Ancient India, Ancient China and in Ancient Greece and
Rome. Many work of early periods had a covert moral or didactic purpose,
such as Sanskrit Panchatatras and Metamorphoses of Ovid.
The religious hymns and lyric poetry were common, as they were easy
to understand. Over the long period the poetry of popular pre-literate
balladry and songs influenced poetry in the literary medium.
China, the origin of modern paper making and wood block printing
produced one of the world’s first print cultures.
In Greece, the epics of Homer, who wrote Iliad and the Odyssey, and
Hesiod who wrote Works and days and Theogony are some of the earliest
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literature.
When present day literature entered Age of Reason, philosophical tracts
and speculations on history and human nature integrated literature with
social and political developments. The age of Romanticism was dawned in
th
18 Century.
When literature grew to present day, we see that it not only flourished
in matter and style. It has incorporated all fields of human interest-Art,
Science, Technology, agriculture, philosophy, and space. In has branched
into poetry, drama, essay, stories, novels and criticism. In 19th Century,
European literature evolve towards Realism.
th
Genre fiction also could question reality in its 20 century forms,
including journalism and skeptical detective stories.
The word civilization comes from Latin civilis, meaning citizen and
civilas, meaning city. The advancement of civilization resulted with the
progress in agriculture. Perhaps it is noteworthy that almost every
civilization was flourished on the banks of rivers-Nile, Dazla-farat, Ganga,
Sindhu and Yamuna. A Civilization is often marked by any combination of
secondary elements, including a developed transportation system, writing,
standardized measurement, currency, and tort based legal system, and
architecture etc. etc.
We may say that civilization depicts as specific state of civilized society.
Mirabeau, believed religion as the first factor of civilization. We may say,
when Vedas preached people to worship God, the then society has first
glimpse of civilization.
In the early 17000s and 1800s, during the French revolutions, and in
English revolution civilization was referred to the progress of humanity as
a whole.
More recently, civilization is used sometimes as the synonym for the
broader term culture. But the concept of civilization and culture are not
always interchangeable A small nomadic tribe may be not civilized but
surely be having a culture of its own. For example, the “Chepangs” of
Nepal and aborigines of Andman.
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Rousseau and Nietzsche had however have different opinion about
civilization. From their opinions new approach was developed in Germany.
This saw cultures as natural organism, and civilization seen as unnatural
which leads to vices of social life.
All civilizations have depended on agriculture. Growing food on farms
results in surplus of food. Grainsurplus have been important because
surplus of food permits some people to do things besides produce food.
Early civilization included artisans, priests and people of specialized careers
as poets and architectures. Writing first developed in Sumer which is
considered as hallmark of civilization.
Civilization can also refer to the culture of complex society. Civilization
tends to develop intricate cultures, including literature, professional art,
architecture, organized religion and customs as in the case with Aryan
culture. The intricate culture associated with civilization tend to influence
other cultures. A classic example being Chinese civilization and its
influence on nearby civilizations such as Korea, Japan and Vietnam. Hindu
or Aryan culture and its influence on civilizations of southeast Asia, Java
and Sumatra. In Cambodia, a Vishnu temple was built by a Hindu king in
Angkorvat.
The ancient civilizations of Egypt, Mesopotamia, Iran and Afghanistan
have trade routes at the time of Uruk. Extensive trade routes between
Roman empire, Persian empire, India and China, manifests the economic
relations of that time.
Now a days, many theorists have argued that the entire world has
become integrated into a single world system, known as globalization.
Different civilizations and societies all over the globe are economically,
politically and even culturally interdependent in many ways.
Some environmental scientists see the world entering a planetary phase of
civilization, shifting away from independent, disconnected nation-states to a
world of an encased global connectivity in education system, economic
system and environmental challenge.
This globalization of civilization in one or other way is helping literature
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to flourish globally. The interchange of literature between the countries has
helped Mo yan to receive Nobel Prize. Many Indian writers Received
Booker prizes which was unimaginable previously.
This perhaps is demand of age, that we should do away with our
differences, otherwise we will face the same fate as Romans, Egyptians or
Maya civilization faced.
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The Dramatic Asthetics of India and Korea

Park Hyungsub
(Literary Critic, Prof., Pusan National University / Korea)

1. Introduction
The ultimate aim of drama lies in achieving catharsis. Aristotle said in
Poetics that “tragedy puts emotions to catharsis through events that evoke
sympathy and horror.” Catharsis, which means ‘purification’ or ‘purgation’,
is used to explain the direct utility of literature on its readers. There are
words synonymous, though not identical, to this in Korean and Indian
drama Shin-myeong puri of Korea and rasa of India. This paper aims to
compare the Shin-myeong puri of a Korean traditional play ‘talchoom
dance with masks’ and rasa, which is described in Natya sastra (ca. BC
200), a book on Indian traditional theory of drama. To do so, ‘Bong-san
talchoom’ and ‘Sakuntala’ were studied. Here, the former is one of Korea’s
most known Shin-myeong puri play and the latter is also known as the
most fit to explain rasa of Indian plays. Their creation each took place
during the transition from the middle to the modern ages and during the
middle ages, respectively. The fifth century, in particular, during which
Sanskrit plays such as ‘Sakuntala’ prevailed, was when the Indian
civilization reached its golden peak. Shin-myeong puri and rasa, as basic
theories underlining drama of the two countries, share both similarities and
differences. Thus analyzing and comparing these two is important in
understanding the drama of the two countries, and is certain to prove
interesting.
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2. Natya Sastra and rasa
Rasa is a concept which originates from Natya sastra, written by Bharata
of India. Natya sastra is about the various artistic constituents of drama,
the theories, acting and dancing movements. ‘Natya’ means dance, music
and gesture with musical lyrics; and ‘sastra’ means theories or rules.
Therefore ‘Natya sastra’ means ‘study of drama’. According to this, a play
is a composite art consisting of music, dance and performance. Here,
rousing rasa is described to be the reason for plays. The purpose of a
play, for instance, is the tasting of the performance, like food is tasted
enjoyment, in other words. Natya sastra defines the taste gained through
art as rasa and explains the various ways to make and enjoy this taste.
Therefore, rasa is the directing point of all forms of art and literature. The
theory on rasa has been developed as India’s own concept in aesthetics. In
fact, the word ‘rasa’ has been used since before its introduction to
aesthetics; rasa primarily meant the juice from a particular plant in the
Vedas works. According to this, drinking this juice led to illusory visions
or sleep. Secondly, Upanisad works treat rasa as the result of various tastes
that are sourness, bitterness, sweetness, saltiness and hotness. Thirdly, rasa
means the core or essence of something. Lastly, rasa can also mean
emancipation, complete trust in God and self-sacrifice, and utter delight.
Putting all these together, one can find that rasa means to taste or to
experience through the senses or the mind. Whenever rasa is achieved,
mental satisfaction and delight follow. According to ‘Natya sastra’, rasa is
comprised of love, humor, sorrow, wrath, noble spirit, horror, hatred and
surprise.
Sakuntala by the Indian poet Kalidasa is a classic play with well-formed
rasa. It is a Sanskrit comedy with seven acts. It is about the romance
between King Dusyanta and a country girl, Sakuntala. The king meets
Sakuntala, the daughter of a goddess during hunting in the mountains, and
falls in love with her. He marries her and gives her a ring as a token of
love. Sakuntala later comes to the royal palace to find her lover but he
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does not recognize her, and unfortunately she had lost the ring on her way
there as the king fails to remember her, she falls in grief and leaves to
the heavens. However, he thereafter finds the ring and his memory of her
returns to him. He then conquers the devil of the heavens and rejoins with
her.
In Sakuntala, the forgetting of something dear and remembering it again
form the contrasting axes of the work. Dusyanta gave Sakuntala a ring to
remember his love for her after making her his wife, but Sakuntala loses
the ring and Dusyanta loses his memory of her but he regains this
memory along with the ring. In Sakuntala, there are no speech-like lines or
narration of the chorus. The conversations are in prose form, often with
poems or songs. Therefore, the feelings about the circumstances or the
psychological state of the characters are expressed very lyrically. Poems
were used as a symbol representing hints that are not directly related to
the main events. Overall, Sakuntala shows a perfection of a poem, possibly
the highest form of literature.

3. Shin-myeongpuri play : Bongsantal-choom
Bongsan tal-choom is a major Shin-myeong puri play in Korea. Of
anonymous authorship, it is a play with music by the Korean flute, the
cross-flute, jang-gu (a double-ended drum with a narrow middle), drums
and haegeum, dancing along to the yeombul, taryeong and gutgeori.
Gestures, wit and songs are added as well, and the composition is divided
largely into two: singing and dancing, and the play itself. The dance is
slow with the main gesture being the flicking of the long sleeve to behind
the back. It also includes holding the sleeve and motioning to thwart it
towards the audience or bending the arms so that the long sleeves dance
merrily in air. Of the masks, there are several main characters: four
Sang-jwas, eight Mok-joongs, six Geo-sas, one Sa-dang, one So-mu, one
No-jang, one Sing-jangsu, one monkey, one Chwee-bal-ee, one first
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yangban, one second yangban, one third yangban, one Malttookee, one
Yeong-gam, one Mi-yal and one Deol-meori-jib. Most masks have irregular
surfaces and the costumes are those of Moodang (shaman), and therefore
very showy and magnificent. The words are in Chinese verses in metrical
composition with lots of wordplays and banters.
The first act is Sang-jwa choom (dance of the Sang-jwa). The four
Sang-jwas enter on a piggyback on the Mok-joongs. They dance and the
master of the play commits a ritual to wish success of the play. The
second act is Mok-joong choom the eight Mok-joongs come out and
individually dance in order. The third act is Sa-dang choom; the Sa-dang
comes out on a piggyback on the Geo-sas and the unmarried male Geo-sa
approaches Sa-dang and tries to allure her. Then the rest of the Geo-sas
expel the single Geo-sa and all sing Seo-do sori (including Nol-ryang
sageori, Apsan taryeong, Dwuitsan taryeong, Gyeong balrim). The fourth
act is Nojang gwajang, where So-mu seduces No-jang who is devoting
himself to Buddhism and makes him transgress. So-mu and No-jang dance
together and Chwi-bal-ee enters and seduces So-mu after turning No-jang
out. So-mu eventually falls in love with Chwi-bal-ee and has his children.
The fifth act is Saja choom (lion dance). The eight Mok-joongs,
Chwi-bal-ee and old No-jang all live happily their secular lives after
transgressing from their status as Buddhist monks. This angers Buddha and
so he sends a lion to punish them, and all the monks regret their
wrongdoings and ask for forgiveness. The lion forgives them and dances
with them the dance of reconciliation. The sixth act is Yangban choom;
Mal took-ee enters and bitterly criticizes yangbans (aristocrats) who are
incompetent and aristocratic. This humorously shows the fall of the
yangbans during the contemporary society. The seventh act is about Mi-yal,
in which the life of the commons and the love triangles between wives
and/or lovers of the same men are portrayed. The old woman who set out
to find her old husband meets him finally, but becomes involved in a love
triangle with his mistress Yong-sansamGaedul-meori and gets beaten to
death by her own husband. The Mudang follows and offers the soul of the
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old Mi-yal rest by the Jino-gweegoot. This also signifies the final ritual of
the play to expel bad ghosts in order to purify the play one last time.
Bong-san talchoom has been continuously altered with effect from
talchooms of other districts. The lack of the lion dance in Yangju
Byeolsandae is a proof. Nevertheless, this talchoom is still well-known in
the modern days with veterans exhibiting excellent acting. Korean
talchooms, including Yangju Byeolsadae are derived mostly from ‘goot’
(excorcism). Bong-san talchoom likewise carries the characteristics of the
local goot. It enacts conflict and abhorrence towards yangbans (aristocrats).
The odd point of notice is that, except for a few special cases, such plays
were performed under the assent of the ruling class.

4. Comparison between rasa and Shin-myeongpuri
The expression in <Bong-san talchoom> is implicit. The conveyance of
message in particular is more indirect and implicit than that of
<Sakuntala>. While talchooms use movement rather than speech,
<Sakuntala> is a poem written with the art of language. There is a
significant difference between suggestive expression shown through poetry
and symbolic expression shown through dance. The characteristic of
suggestive expression is that it hides the meaning internally, while symbolic
expression refers to aspects that cannot be made certain one way or
another. Because poems are transmitted via language, one can rely to an
extent on the accuracy of the expression. On the other hand dance can
only reach the truth when it transcends language.
Thus the poetry of <Sakuntala> and the movement of Bong-san talchoom
realizes two different theatrical aesthetics. The former became a widely-read
literary canon as a poem consisting of words. The author Kalidasa gained
fame as a poet. On the other hand, <Bong-san talchoom> was never settled
as written words and only remains morally. It is a form of No-ri, a
Shin-meyongpuri play. No-ri is enacted and can be contributed to by
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anyone. It is neither speech nor poem but movement. It is group action
conceived by the participation of the audience.
Shin-myeong puri, as with rasa, is sensitive to the audience reaction. This
is because Shing-myeong puri play is a No-ri and action conceived by the
audience participation. Furthermore it has been mentioned that rasa and
Shin-myeong puri are implicit. Rasa portrays inner psyche and Shin-myeong
puri portrays external circumstances. In Shin-myeong puri plays, the
performance venue and the fictional setting are the same. Therefore the
characters and the audience have direct contact. In other words, the stage
and the audience are united into a single space without any barriers. Hence
the audience also becomes the subject that participates in the play.
However, in contrast to rasa plays where the audience observes the
performance in calm atmosphere, they become participants who, along with
the dramatic persona, carry out the play. The audience only gets true
enjoyment when they actively exercise their rights. On that point it differs
essentially with the catharsis of the west where the audience is passively
subjected to psychological changes. In contrast, rasa is like an awakening
undergone by a high-class audience who must approach it with an attitude
of redemption and pursuit of truth. Like Shin-myeong puri, rasa occurs in
the waking state, but while in Shin-myeong puri the passage is open, in
rasa the direct passage is closed. In Shin-myeong puri the audience
participates actively but rasa accommodates them manually.
Rasa plays form a union, and harmony is considered more important than
confrontation. It pursues satisfactory outcome rather than a rupture. In this
case, god is within mankind as well as on the outside. Shin-myeong puri
plays, on the other hand, have no definite religious background. Talchoom
originated from goot where Sunang-sin (Korean god of earth and villages)
prompts the villagers to dance and play in order to make prosper the
village farming. So goot can be considered as a religious ritual, but the
subject of faith or doctrine is uncertain. Instead, talchoom is the play of
those who deny god. However on a daily level, it did not delineate
powerless life. Those who run and play on the stage as well as the
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audience are so joyous that they are full of divinity. Divinity is man’s
energy and life force. There is belief that those who excel at this will be
prominent in change and creation. Not only will they release energy in
dancing and in playing but they will also drive away lies and find truth.
Also they will break the adherence of customs and achieve the leap of
creation. In this case, Koreans say that they are ‘sintong’ (supernatural;
miraculous) or have ‘shinmyeong’ (order from god). Talchoom endeavors to
reach this state by the actors and the audience joining together to dance
and play. Therefore god who gives sinmyeong is not separated from men
but a quality that is immanent within men.
In the end, both rasa and Shin-myeong puri tends towards the union of
god and men. Rasa is god that exists on both the inside and the outside
of men, and Shin-meyong puri is god that exists on only one side of men.
Shin-myeong puri is an act of finding ‘shinmyeong’ within one’s self, and
rasa can be said to be god that is established separately and worshipped.
Shin-myeong puri plays is structured to be open and unfinished while rasa
plays have complete and closed structure. Nevertheless, both poems strive
to a reasonable conclusion.

5. Conclusion
Rasa, as suggested by <Natya sastra>, depicts well the psyche of ancient
India. Also it bears ontological ecstasy borne of the feeling of sensitive
dimension, experience, mental satisfaction and ultimate freedom. Shin-myeon
puri is unraveling the burden of the mind and basking in merriment of the
audience by participating in talchoom. In conclusion, rasa and Shin-myeong
puri are aesthetical terminologies defining the effects that a play has on its
audience. The audience watching the play experiences the cleansing of the
emotions of torment that they had inside their hearts. The effect is that the
audience is mentally exalted. Plays are performed for an audience, so they
are similar in respecting the reactions of the audience. However rasa and
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Shin-myeong puri differ in the way they lead the audience’s reaction or
their hearts, and that is because they differ in their methods of realizing
their plays. In the end, the key difference between Shin-myeong puri plays
of Korea and rasa plays of Indial fundamentally rises because they are
different in their inclinations towards culture. For instance, it would be a
result of the difference in world viewpoint or the historical and political
climates between the two forms of plays.
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Introduction of The Society of Korean Literary Creative Writing

The Society of Korean Literary Creative Writing is a pure
academic association for the literary cretive writing, and was
organized on November 11, 2001 for the purpose of presenting the
new direction of literary creative writing by studying all the
methods to activate and develop the theories of literary creative
writing and its education.
Our society is composed of professors or ex-professors, some
invited professor, lecturers, graduate students of the dept. of literary
creative writing as regular members, and the persons interested in
our program as associative members.
Our society holds an annual academic meeting literary
symposium, literary creative writing seminar and publishes the
journal of our society and our members anthology of literary works.
Added to these, our society has already started a new project
to open the way for our literary juniors by providing them with a
certificate as a leader and holding a forum for literary creative
writing.

